"Pass" defin ed as "C-"

EPC proposes changes in credit system
The Educational Policy
Committee has proposed a
major revision in the
current
basic—flexiblecredit system,of the college.
This proposal will be
considered by the Faculty
next Wednesday.
Under the proposal, all
courses offered for basic
credit will receive the same
type of credit when graded
pass—fail.
"Pass" for
these courses will be
defined as a "C- " or
better. No more than 15
pass—fail credits may be
used toward graduation.
A limited number of other
credits may be earned in
"performance '' courses. A
student may earn up to 1C
credits, in addition to the 15
pass—fail credits, in a
"performance or practical
activity that grows out of
and is related to a set of
courses that includes theory
or
history...e.g.
performance, field experience,
certain kinds of independent
lab
work,
student
teaching:" These types of
courses must be approved
by the EPC.
Although a student could
theoretically take up to 30 of
the 120 credits necessary for
graduation in these "unconstitutional" ways, the
committee feels, that the
necessary prerequisites for
the "performance" credit
will naturally limit the
number of that type of
credit a student may earn.
The proposal resulted from
a dissatisfaction within the
committee with the current
system. The committee
cited five reasons for this
view. First, the current
policy is "inconsistent. "
are
Some
courses ,
are
"flexible ," others
"basic."
it
is
Second,
All
"anomalous."
pass, —fail courses are
given
flexible
credit,
thereby
confusing
"a
grading mechanism with
course content."
Third, it is "invidious."
Certain courses which are
only given for "flexible"
credit are made less
valuable or less real than
other courses because of the
15 hour limit on flexible
credit.
Fourth, 'it "work s to th e
educational disadvantage of
some students" who do an
"Internship or who are in
th e Education Program "
and who h ave "little opportuni ty to elect th e
pass—foil option."

Fifth, it is "confusing. "
"Students have to plot their
way through a maze of
calculations:
basic—flexible? pass—fail?
credit—no credit?"
The basic intent of the
proposal's author, English
Professor
Douglas
Archibald and Philosophy
Professor Francis Parker,
is to institute "a rational,
consistent " and
public
system for credit and for
grades. We want to enable
teachers to teach hard and
students to study seriously;

We also want to prevent
jokes and abuses."
One student member of
the EPC said, "I think that
the basis proposal is a good
one. It would allow more
flexiblity in a student's
curriculum. The part I
don't like
is redefining a
'^pass as a 'C-' or better.
That means that a person
who takes a course for a
grade and gets a D - will
receive credit and a person
who takes the same course
Pass—fail and gets the

same grade won't receive
credit. That' s just plain
unfair."
The committee considered
the redefinition of "pass" as
a separate question. The
vote on It alone was 7—6 in
favor of C -, with all five
opposing that
student
measure.
Since the committee is
sharply divided on this
question, it will be considered and voted on
separately by the Faculty
on Wednesday.

Dual advis ing sys tem app roved

ph oto by Don Gallo

Dean Sony a Rose
by Bob Hoffman and
Greg Nemrow

Beginning with the class
of 19B5, a new dual system
of advising freshmen will be
instituted in order to foster
a greater interaction between students and their
faculty advisors.
The new plan combines
the traditional system of
faculty advisors working
with groups of students
residing in the same dorm,
with a new proposal advocating faculty . advisors
working with students
enrolled in their courses. ^
The new classroom-based
system was not , according
to Acting Dean of Faculty
Sonya ' Rose, un der considerat ion until last month
when a report from the
Task Force on Advising that
retained the present system
failed to satisfy a regular
meeting of division heads,

departmental
chairs,
President Cotter and Dean
Rose.
The faculty at that
meeting felt that professors
who taught freshmen would
be better able to advise
them. According to Task
Force Chair Rose, the dual
system
will
provide
students with "more informal and frequent contact
with their advisors."
Instead of searching for
the campus for their advisors, students would be in
contact with their advisorsprofessors on a fixed weekly
basis. Furthermore, the
Task Force feels that the
dual system is flexible
enough
to attract new
faculty advisors who "care
about students and want to
provide them with the best
information."
Attempting to attract new
advisors, the Task Force
circulated a questionnaire
among faculty members to
determine which of the two
systems professors favored.
Dean Rose's tabulations of
these faculty responses
indicate an even split
between the dorm based
system and the classroom
plan. ¦*"
President Cotter enthe
imcourages
plementation of the mixed
system so "that those
faculty members who want
a classroom based system
will be accommodated." In
addition, Cotter noted that
the success of the exerlmental dual system
Einges on the advisors'
"dedication and willingness
to spend time on it."
One major
concern
confronting the new plan
involves the status of dorm
staff in the new advising
process. If freshmen ad-

visors in a dorm have a
wide variety of advisors,
the coordination between
faculty and dorm staff
advisors will be impaired.
Geoff Neville, a student
member of the Task Force,
addressed this dilemma,
"Ideally , you want to see
by
advised
students
someone who teaches them
but dorm staff should
remain involved in the
advising process. "
Cotter
President
recognized that under the
new system, "you can't link
faculty and dorm staff as a
team" but feels that the
improved contact between
freshmen and their advisors
would outweigh such a
disadvantage.
Dorm staff advisors,
however, are still expected
to play an integral role in
the advising system since
numerous faculty advisors
prefer working with . a
residentially based group of
continued on pa g e 2
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Brian 1 McPherson

Frat guidelines delayed
by Bob Hoffman
For over a year, the
Inter-Fraternity
Council
(IFC) , the Prudential
Committees of the fraternities and Student j Affairs
.
Committee have haggled
over the wording of a new
set of fraternity guidelines.
Another attempt to approve the guidelines failed
last week due to another
communication breakdown.
This latest snag revolves
around a misunderstanding
between IFC president
Brian
McPherson and
trustee Dr. Kevin Hill over
the contents of the latest
guidelines draft.
According to Hill, the
Prudential members of the
fraternities, the Student
Affairs Committee and
McPherson all received a
copy of his second draft of
the guidelines in February,
Hill invited any comments

-ECHO STORIES -—
4) Sprin g Carnival pp. 8-9
9 Women 's lax 2nd p. 12
Q Stu-A appr oves groups p.4

and criticisms from these;
groups concerning his
guideline proposals. By
distributing the draft in the
winter, Hill intended td
provide ample opportunity
for debate on the guidelines '
content before the xvexi
Board of Trustees meeting
in April.
Hill accumulated a file of
responses from several
Prudential members and
received
McPherson's
general approva l in a
telephone conversation. In
order to appease some of
the Prudential members '
objections to the wording of
the guidelines, Hill-with the
legal aid of lawyersproceeded
to
"make
language changes to clarify
certain phrases but these
language changes were not
of a substantive nature. "
Hill claims tha t his
revisions did not represent
co ntinued p ag e 3

ECHO personality of the week:

Tim Springer: the energy he saves isn't his own

Actually, Tim is quite
serious about his education
and is at least as dedicated
"It all started at Mount to his major extraSinai Hospital in Min- curricular activity-Colby 's
nesota," explains un-boring Energy Action Group. As
Colby senior and ECHO the leader of this group,
personality of the week, Tim
has helped to
Tim Springer.
"PROMOTE E N E R G Y
That's where Tim was SAVINGS" at Colby and
born and raised, - not has alerted the campus to
Mississippi or Missouri or the general problems in the
(To set the world's current energy
Montana .
record straight, Tim did go sources.
to the University of Mon- "The oil is running out,
tana-"where people major coal pollutes the air and
in drinking beer and mining rips up the western
chewing tobacco "-for his states, hydro power is very
nuclear
limited , and
freshman year.)
Tim is always amused by energy has the^'unsolvable
New Englanders who have problem of wastestorage.
no conception bf the 1. To alleviate these inAmerican states west of creasing problems, there
New York.
"In fact," will have to be conTim says, "most people servation, and a slow
up here are surprised to conversion to other energy
hear that Minnesota borders sources."
on Nevada. " (See map for This year, the Energy
Action Group has sponsored
a clue to r e a l i t y . )
Another strange notion numerous lectures, held an
fair ,
started
many Colbyites have is that energy
(
natural
light"
not
the
"
Tim knows, and indeed, is a
personal friend of Mary beer) days, conducted a
Tyler Moore. This is hot radiator survey, helped
install new shower heads ph otos by
true.
Don Gallo
"Everyone assumes I and storm windows, and put
little
yellow
stickers
on
light
Tim
Springer, senior biology major , un-boring
know her," Tim laments,
person and Minnesotan, attempting to mail himself
"but actually I only run into switches all over campus.
home.
her occasionally-usually at When Tim isn't saving the
the general store on Main world energy resources,
Street." Tim is referring to he's spending his own. A
that very long and winding cycling, tennis, skiing and
Main Street that connects dancing enthusiast, Tim
every town in the Midwest. attributes his amazing
But Tim really loves energy to "incredible in- freshmen and student ad- dorm staff and faculty
visors.
advisors in order to sharpen
Minnesota and he gives his ternal stamina. "
With his dance partner,
In addition to the dual their advising skills and
home state a lot of credit.
After all, Tim says, "it Chris Ryan, Tim "cleaned advising system, the Task expand their knowledge of
made me what I am today- up" at the 24 hour Dance Force has several other academic procedures.
Marathon, two weeks ago.
advisory reform proposals
Also the Task Force hop'es
cracked."
If Tim is a little warped, Chris and Tim won the on its agenda. First, the to improve interaction
maybe he can attribute part "best dancing couple" prize Task Force proposes to between advisors and freshthe
academic men
regarding
©conof his condition to living in of $25 in the pub, but that's revise
bio labs for the past three not all. He also won a prize material issued to freshmen sultation over the selection
years. As a biology major for the most money pledged in order to clarify the of a major since Dean Rose
with an interest in pre-vet, and an award for the limbo educational philosophy of feels, "too many freshmen
Tim has dedicated himself contest. Tim says his "low the college.
students go on to choose a
According to Dean Rose, major without consuting
to his studies of amoeba and body " gave him an adfreshmen must "understand their advisor."
Drosophila. And he does vantage in that contest.
a liberal arts
His mind, rather than his what
enjoy those labs.
Evaluations of faculty
Junior year I had three body, might have con- education is all about and advisors by their advisees is
that
labs the whole year," Tim tributed to Tim's winning of understand
another recommendation of
remembers, "and I also the Forrest & Goodwin requirements are not just the Task Force designed to
enjoyed swallowing nails speaking contest. And no something to get out of the
improve the quality of the
and putting cigarette burns one is quite certain what way." '.
advising
system.
Another advisory proposal
inspired his "There was a
in my arm!'
According to Rose, work
"Senior year has been young preppie named Jill,*' advocates the mailing of will begin next year on
more fun ," he continues. which won the limerick midterm progress reports to revising the upper class
all advisors just before advising systems. She said
"I'm taking art and acting contest several weeks ago.
second
semester
Anyway, we can't forget
and I chew gum and stuff. "
that there is,
as much
registration.
Donna pressure (on "Not
Tim stresses that his to mention Tim's amazing
upper
class
years as a bio major at aptitude for partying, Cumin, a student member advising) as with freshColby have been not only (which has, reached almost of the Task Force, believes men."
intellectually fulfilling, but epidemic proportions this such a proceBure "would
She also said that student
also personally rewarding. semester). Tim seems to improve advising regarding input will be helpful, since
"I especially enj oy being on build his brains up during second semester courses the two freshmen advising
facilitate
the systems will be evaluated to
a first name basis with the week, then party them and
,
assessment
of
student
out
all
weekend
Miriam, Bruce, Art, Tom,
see which works better,
Dave , Jay, Bob, Russ; "Partying is an innate performance," Curran also Although Cotter foresees
Betsy, and of course Bev," skill ," Tim theorizes. "I related that the Task Force the creation of additional
he notes. "They aren 't just happened to have the plans to institute an administrative paperwork
orientation program for as a result of the new dual
going to read this, are appropriate genes."
they?"
system, he feels that "if
both systems increase
faculty interest in advising,
it will be worth it."\
Rose expressed her approval of the new system,
"The reemergence of the
Task Force on Advising
signifies a renewed concern
113
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for advising at Colby and
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relationship
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and students and tho quality
of advising are important
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offer to students at Colby."
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Newsbriefs
Abortion fund available
An alarming number of Colby women have
needed abortion^ this year. For those women, information is available at the" Colby Health Center.
Few people know that an abortion fund has been in
existence at Colby for a number of years.
Presently, abortions cost about 210 dollars. The
purpose of the abortion fund is not to give money,
but rather to loan the money for up to one month to
cover initial expenses.
At this time, the fund only has enough money to
cover one abortion. Unfortunately, when the. money
is needed simultaneously; adequate funds do not
exist. To alter this situation, the Women's Group is
attempting to raise additional funds. If any one has
ideas or is interested in helping, contact Cindy
DelPapa Box 374 or Kim Hamilton Box 587.

81-82 loans unaffected
Student-Aid officers now say that Reagan's
budget cutbacks are not expected to affect this
fall's loan programs. As reported in "The Chronicle
of Higher Education, " the expectation is now
widespread among such officials that none of the
budgetary cutbacks proposed for the program by
the Reagan Administration will be enacted in time
to affect most students seeking the loans for college
expenses in academic 81-82. Concerns for education
financing beyond 81-82, however, are still great.

National anti-war protest
In one of the largest anti-war demonstrations
held in Washington since . the end of America's
involvement in Vietnam, thousands gathered in
front of the Pentagon last weekend to protest U.S.
military aid to El Salvador and the proposed cuts in
federally funded social programs.
Pentagon
security officers claim the crowd numbered 25,000
Rally participants hailed it as the renewal of the
anti-war movement of the late 1960's and early
1970's. A broad coalition of groups represented the
national protest in Washington.

Jones receives fellowship
Alison Jones, a senior economics major, has been
awarded an International Telephone and Telegraph
Corporation grant to study the demographic
characteristics and migrational habits of the Lapps
in Sweden.
Jones Will enroll in economics courses in the
University of Sweden, and pursue independent
study of the culture, history, and language' of
Lapps.

BECKY 'S

"SECOND TIME ARO UND "

CASH IN SEPTEMBE R !.!
Bring your unwanted cloth es
which are in good conditi on
to Beck y and she 'll sell them
this summe r.
Call 465-2059
PINE ACRES MALL
K ENNEDY MEMORIAL DRIVE
OA KLA ND

NEW HOURS : Mon. -Sa t, 10:00 to 6:00
Sun. - \ T2:0 Q to 6:00

Ad Sci and Economics Depts. react
by John Campbell
"In a.nutshell, the things
they've recommended we're
doing," says Yvonne Knight,
chairman
of
the
Science
Administrative
department, in response to
the recommendations of the
visiting committee on AdSci - Economics.
Knight agrees with the
committee _ that certain
problems exist. She attributes problems to difficulties in attracting new
faculty. Says Knight, "We
want the best people we can
get-Ph.D's with publishing
history, research, compatability with the college's
liberal arts philosophy, and,
most importantly, an ability
to teach." She says that
When a strong faculty is
assembled, "the curriculum
will develop~we will evolve
as the character of the
people here will unfold ."
The visiting committee
noted that "there is a
mistaken belief among
Colby students that an AdSci major will help them
gain admittance to a
preferred school." The
facts, however, • indicate
otherwise. Performance in
the major is more important than the major. "It
is our belief ," stated the
committee, tha t a student
who plans to go to graduate
school would be better
advised to major
in
something other than AdSci-History,
Economics,
Art, English, Philosophy, or
whatnot ."
Knight
agrees
tha t
prospective
MBA
candidates should major in the
liberal arts. She says,
however, that the major is
not oriented towards undergrad degrees in the
pract ica l
as pects
of
business administration, but
rat her
towar d
"t he
education
of
decisionmakers w ho can f unct ion
knowledgeably and
effectually in society." She
adds, "we don 't do a str ict ly
business
administration
program; our department is
unique."

Regarding the Economics
department, the overseers
stated that "there are three
major issues, which, if
improved, could strengthen
an. already strong department." These three issues
include the hiring of oneyear visitors when a
professor goes on sabbatical
or leave, the lack of a
"culminating experience in
the senior year, " and
thirdly
the
faculty
workload.
According to the overseers, sabbaticals and
leaves are excellent experiences for faculty, but
temporary
replacements
are frequently poor. They
recommend that Colby
"overstaff" the Economics
department so that one-year
visitors need not be hired.
The overseers believe that
"(seniors)
should
put
together what they have
learned in some comprehensive fashion." They
suggest a seminar or series

'"i

Thirdly, the overseers
recommend that the faculty
workload be cut down, and
that the best way to do this
is to require students to
only take four courses per
semester instead of five,
and to j ise students as
teaching assistants.
Finally, the overseers
recommended that the
Economics
department
locate - their
faculty
together,
increase
secretarial
services,
provide more money for
speakers, arid hire a female
faculty member.
According to Economics
chairman Henry Gemery,
all of the above recommendations are being acted
upon at the departmental
level as best as possible.
He says that the Economics
department
has
hired

• Frat guidelin es

any departure from the
guidelines ' that
were
already approved by the
IFC,
Since Hill never
received
any
formal
complaints concerning his
second draft-the one issued
in
February-he
incorporated the new wording
changes into a third draft.
Due to a lack of feedback

from the IFC, Hill prepared
to submit the third draft to
t h e Boar d of Trustees at
their April 25th meeting.
Maintaining that "draft
number three was not intended to be submitted to
re-negotiation" Hill confidently
expected final
approval of this draft at the
Board of Trustee meeting.
On the night before the
Trustee meet ing , h owev er ,
Hill received a letter from
McPherson object ing to
dra f t num ber two and
calling f or su bsta nt ive
revisions of the financial

r Might these words of your creator sink inter

your heart:

of courses to "provide a
synthesis for all the work a
student should be doing
over the years of his college
career."

•

"The fool hath said in his
heart , There is no God . They
are corrupt , they have committed abominab le deeds;
there is no one that does
,
9°od - V
Psalms 14:1

" Fools mock at sin. "

Proverbs 14:9

The One who mado the worlds and mado you loved
you enough to did for you. Are you running from
Him? If you want to find God , road the Bible.
V Malno Missionar y Soclotv. RFD Box 36. Drosdon. Mnino _

aspects of the guidelines.
Hill received this letter with
much surprise since he
believed that he had obtained the "green light"
from the IFC on the draft.
McPKerson's reply addressed only the second
draft and did not deal with
the third draft that Hill
claims was mailed a week
earlier.
however,
McPherson,
states that he "never h ear d
anything about the third
draft and had no copy of
it." McPherson claims he
submitted his criticisms of
dra f t num ber two w it hout
any knowledge of Hill's
third draft.
When Hill
contacte d McPh erson th e
night before the Trustee
meeting concerning the
letter
criticizing
draft
num ber two , he informed
the IFC president of the
third draft .
McPherson
then
instructed Hill not to submit
t h e d ra f t to t h e Trustees so
as to allow t he IFC the
opportunity to carefully
review the document. Since
he hadn't read the third
draft , McPherson held up
the Board of Trustees'

another full-time faculty
member, Karen McCormick, a Ph.D. candidate,
and has instituted a.group
of senior seminars. The
department is going to be
using student assistants to
help in Macro and Micro
Theory courses.
However, says Gemery,
"little can be done at the
departmental level with the
teaching load. Jan-plans
for credit and dropping the
independent
Jan-plan
requirement will help." He
also noted that increases m
secretarial services and
funding is being studied.
The ' overseers
ana
department-recommended
consultants
visit
each
department every year to
make recommendations and
to examine the college.
They visited Ad-Sci Economics last November,'
and their report to the
college was examined by
the Trustees' Educational
Policy
Committee two
weeks ago.

the
of
consideration
guidelines in order to "let
everyone become comfortable with the rules of
the guidelines."
to
deference
In
McPherson's request, Hill
recommended to the board
that they not vote on the
third draft although he
"would have greatly apreceiving
preciated
McPherson's objections in
sufficient time " to discuss
them before the meeting. If
. the IFC proposes substantive revisions of the
third draft , the Student
Affairs Committee must
the
proposed
review ,
changes, and if they approve the third draft the
guidelines will be voted on by
the Board of Trustees at
their next meeting in June.
McPherson doesn t anticipate any major IFC
objections to the draft and
to h ave th e
"wants
guidlines approved .» next
Hill, h owever ,
year."
ref use s to v enture any
predictions
a bout
the
guidelines' future since he
"has been burned already ."
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Anthrop ologist hired
by Ingrid MacFarlane
A new non-tenurable
Lecturer in Anthropology
position has been verbally
accepted by Judith Model!,
a University of Minnesota
and
Vassar
College
graduate who will be the
"first trained anthropologist
on the Cblby faculty staff ,"
according to Acting Dean of
Faculty Sonya Rose.
The rotating position was
"created by the Board (of
Trustees) this year to answer our curricular needs in
Anthropology," said Rose.
A demand for a broader
range of Anthropology offerings came from both
students
and
faculty
teaching in interdisciplinary
area s.
It was felt that the need
for
anthropological
awareness is increasingly
great given today's forced
dealings with a broad range
of assimilating and nonassimilating cultures.
Model
was
the
"unanimous choice of the
search," said Rose; "Her
interest and experience was
by far the best we interviewed."
Formerly teaching at the
University of Minnesota and
most
recently
the
University of Colorado,
Modell has broad anthropological training with
specific interests in human
development and women's
studies. Her manuscript on
the life and work of cultural
anthropologist
Ruth
Beredict has just been
accepted for publishing by
the University of Pennsylvania Press.
Modell is tentatively
teaching three courses this
fall. She will team-teach
with Prof. Robert Dole an

Introduction
to
Anthropology course, and
singly teach a Culture and
Personality course and also
a course dealing with the
North American Indian.
Modell will tentatively
teach three spring courses,
too, which include Cultural
Anthropology ( with Doel) ,
Ethnography, and Ritual
and Identity.
"Once these courses
become definite," says
Rose, "course descriptions
and scheduling information
will be available at the
registrar's office." Rose
suggests that students now
interested in the fall's
anthropology
offerings
contact the registrar before
their summer departure.
Students can, however,
.wait until they return in the
fall to make any necessary
changes. Says Rose, "Any
scheduling changes will
aprequire
advisor's
proval."
The search committee
was a "special committee
formed by the Interdisciplinary Studies Council,
chaired by Prof. Charles
Bassett," according
to
Rose.
Other committee
members
include
Professors Bowen, Brancaccio, Dole (R.) , Hudson,
Kenney, McDowell, and
Rosenthol.
Rose notes that the Black
Studies Program at Colby is
currently looking for a
Black Studies scholar "in
response to interest in increasing the diversity of
offerings dealing with the
African and the AfroAmerican experience."
She says the search
committee is still searching,
"hopeful that these courses
will be ' available for
students in the fall."
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Steak House
FINEST SEAFOO D
NORTH OF BOSTON
Full lin e of
Seafood and Steak
BREAKFA ST 7-11
LUNCH H --4
DINNER 4--.closing
UPPER COLLEGE AVENUE BETWEEN WATERV ILLE AND

FAIRFIELD ON ROUTE U.S. 201
FAIRFIELD, MAINE
(207) 453-9011

Seven grou ps approved by Stu-A
increas e

by Greg Nemrow
Seven new grou ps ha d
their constitutions approved
by the Stu-A board this
spring bringing to fifty-five
the number of student
groups seeking Stu-A funds
for next year. According to
Greg
Keenan , . Stu-A
chairman , and Jay Otis ,
former chairman , all the
new grou ps successfully
drew up non-discriminatory,
standard
constitutions
which were then brought
before
regular
Stu-A
meetings , and were voted
on the week after they were
brought up.
One of the new groups
was actually started last
semester: the Health and
Nutrition Society, formerly
the Society for Advancement
of
Vegetarian
Ethics (S.A.V.E.). • This
group will provide the
campus with vegetarian and
other
health
related
educational
aids
like
movies, lectures and special
dinners.
Another group, led by
Mary Jane Bates and Bruce
Zohn, is the Colby GayStraight Alliance.
Their
function is to provide an
ongoing forum for the
discussion of sexual and
aff ectat ional preferences of
both gay and straight
people. The group hopes to

community
on per tinent

awarenes s
issues
concerning

homosexuals.
Dave Strage and Ada m
Bolonsky have founded the
Colby College Mime Troupe.
It was agreed that a club of
this type should not be part
of Powder and Wig so the
grou p became inde pendent
and next fall, thou gh
inexperienced , will perform
small mime dr amas on an
informal basis and hopes to
sponsor worksho ps with
outside people.
With a
freshman illusionist as well,
they have "high hopes"
according to Strage.
The
Colby
Ski
Association , started by Sam
Staley, is hoping to reo pen
the school' s now-defunct ski
area sometine next year.
The area has been closed
for several years.
Other athletic clubs will
be a Women 's Rugby Club.
This club, which was formed, but hot funded last
year , presently has thirty
member s and will be led by
Lisa Clark.
Another addition is the Colby Scuba
Club which will be hea ded
by Phil Allen and will
sponsor local fresh and salt
water diving trips.
The Polit ical Econom y
Club , founded by Marc
Gordon , will try to get
speakers to discuss var ious
issues concern ing bot h

issues as it seeks a
" broa der appeal " than
simply s economics
or
politics.
The magazine Free Will
which existed in the fall has
also atta ined permanent
status af ter it was decided
t hat neither the Echo or the
Pequod could cover its
fun ct ion as an alternat ive
publication.
Otis remarked that in
cases such as the Free Will
an d the Mime Trou pe, it is
f irst dete rm ined whether or
not the grou ps' funct ions
can be hand led by another ,
existing group. If not, then
a new group will usuall y be
funded.
The Earl y Music Grou p,
started by David Condon ,
has alrea dy performed
twice th is year and
specializes in Renaissance
and early Baroque music.
With eight singers and a
conductor , the group will
give one more performance
th is year and hopes next
year to sing with Bowdoin
stu dents and with musicians
of ant ique instruments from
their own ranks and from
ar oun d the state .
One pro blem for next
year according to Keenan ,'
Otis and Stu-A treasurer
R ebecca Badger will be how
to distribute Stu-A funds.
There exists no limit on the
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As Bach to the ear, so we to the folate .9
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number of groups that can
Where Paul Bunyan left
apply for funds , but there is
a "fine line" as to how off,, the Intercollegiate
man y grou ps can be Woodsmens ' Competition
economically accomodated picks up. The 34th annu al
each year accor ding to Otis . spring competition , held by
i This year 's Stu-A request the Communit y College of
Finger
Lakes in in the climb.
to the Board of Trustees the
Canandaigua , New . York , Of course; the re are the
gathered
events:tobacco
together eight unof ficial
was a lr eady approved at schools
-Copenhagen
spitting,
most
who
fielded
31
the mid-winter meeting, and
consumed
p
er
team
teams
of
men
and
women
, fastest
the amount appro pr iated for the two-day
ste
pp
ing
to
the
str
i
ng
competi
tion.
band 's
was abou t equal to last
tunes
,
and
least
hom
ework
year 's $110,000 allotment.
The
Woodsmen'
com
p
leted
on
t
he
s
Weekend
tri
p
to
and
However , with inflation Compet ition
from
the
meet
.
T
was
organ
i
zed
hese
and the new clubs vying for
1947 by the late Ross events are of equal imthe same amoun t, of fun ds in
ortance , but are not inMcKenney,
as wer e ava ilable last year , Outing Club'the Dartmouth pcluded
in the final point
s
woodcra
f
t
Badger might have to ask advisor . * The
tally.
contest
was
the Boar d for an increase in born from a des
spiri t and atmosphere
Stu-A funds at their spring on to others theire to pass of The
the
meet is one of
fun
and
meeting.
cra ft of using lumber j ack friendship 7 and
sportThere - is the
Badger said for the tools plus an appreciati on of smansh ip.
pr esent , "I' m going to be the rough pr ide in th¦ is friendl y ragging on each
team as the situat ion
work ing very har d on th e van ishing bree d.
_,..-•
: Dar tmouth , the Univer- merits .
budget process between now
an d the end of classes , and I sity of Maine , and Kimball After a good showing in
hope to have a temporar y Union Academ y were the an event , a team may psych
allocat ion set up by the end only schools re presented in itself with a cheer of,
the f irst f ew years . As time "Dart mouth Bites " or
of finals ."
passed , more teams became "Maine Sucks. "
Unforinvolved ,
Although the tunately, we heard these
Two grou ps that did not number of events and two cheers a bit too often,
receive official fundin g competitors has increased, as Maine finished first and
status th is year were the spir it of the Woodsmen's Dartmouth finished second
K.A.O.S. (Killing as An Weekend remains one of overall .
Organized Sport ), which did friendly rival ry among men
not submit a constitution to and women who share a In the evenings , the teams
Stu-A and , accord ing to heartfelt apprec iat ion of the cooked meals and gathered
around
the
numerous
Otis, would probabl y have out of doors.
mus
i
cians
T
he
from
events
in
the
meet
each school.
been rej ected and the
Rowin g Club which suf fered are the same f or women as A campfire , a good meal:
they are for men. Singles and a brew were a fine
from a lack of interest .
events -are axe throwing , ending to a full day of
pulp toss for distance (log competition.
throw ing) , pole climb, cha in The jam sessions of
sawing, dot split (splitting guitars , fiddles, mandolins ,
logs) , and the chain throw. banjos, * and har monicas
Doubles events are fire were heard well into each
building , tree yelling, and evening. We were even
scoot loadin g and speed entertained
by a local
chopping. The tea m events guitarist from Rochester ,
are the pack board race; whose fat-fingered
"A"
bush sawing , cross-cut notes kept us going till
Colby won't be rockin g sawing and the pulp throw nearl y daylight.
• The chicken barbeque on
next year , at least on week- for accura cy.
the
last evening was capped
Al
Danz
to
a
placed
3rd
in
accord
ing
the
nights
,
da y
axe throw for Colby, Dave by the awards ceremony. -It
proposal
adopted
unanimousl y at the last Wright and Dennis Myshrall. was a time once again to
placed first in scoot loading , recollect the day 's acStudent Af fairs Committee
Al
Danz and Bruce Walker complishments , there were
meeting.
placed
second in the canoe no failures , for we all Had a
The pro posal , which goes
*
into effect next fall, portage and Sue Mann real good time.
requires all dormitories to placed third in the chain Next spring, the 35th
annual
Intercollegiate
"quiet
observe
hours " throw.
Woodsmen
'
s
Weekend will
Sara
Dewey
placed
in
a
between 10 pm and 9 am
be
held
here
at Colby . All
third
place
tie
in
the
dot
Sunday throug h Thursda y.
When quiet hours aren 't in split and the men 's team of these exciting events will
effect, "courtesy hours ," iri won the log roll. E.J. unfold before your , very
which "students are ex- Meade and Marty Dodge (a eyes. It will be a time of
pected to comply with Colby grad and coach of the unlikely coniferous and
feats, so get
legitimate
requests
to Finger Lakes team ) placed deciduous
psyched
Colby
College, for
third
in
Canoei
ng
Doubles.
reduce noise or eliminate
The men's team placed the Woodsmen .Weekend in
other nuisances that infringe upon the rights of fourth in pulp thr ow for 1982.
others ," will be in effect ,
according to the resolution.
\ & H >/at4>
i ,F<) i: JUNE 20, 1981
|
Quiet Hours may be
adjusted by vote of dormitory residents.
The resolution also has a
provision for bringin g quiet
or courtesy hour offenders
before Stu-J or a dormitory
judicial board.
Gall Oayi Cvtnln gt t Wiikindi
_______ "
According, to Dean of
Students Earl Smith , the ,
proposal car ne from a
suggestion by the administration
that
the
SUB URBAN'
campus , have a "q uiet (£¦__¦ ...ci tionii CMir V
dorm. " Smith said he
TBT MIWHiTIOM
CLASSES
V " *
SPECIALISTS SINCE 1t3t
,y
suggested "that we might
, f
For Information About Othtr Ctotiri In Mom Than WJ Majj r US Clllii t Abroad .
want to institute quiet hours
in the brand new dorm
Out.idc NY State CAU TQU Mtti »W-ttiH7l. ¦ ,
( The Heiahts. )"

»4_3fc*j2rf <6> 7> 48i:7420

Please make reservations dd
:
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accurac y and in the log
splitting. .. . The women's
team also placed . fourth in
the pulp toss for accuracy.
Victoria Coates and Jodi
Johnson placed third and
fourth in the pole climb.
Bruce Walker placed fourth

•t
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Career w ateh

Lecttsrfe Notes
A WORKSHOP on "Womens' Health Care" with a
film , "Health Care-Erom Our End of the Speculum " wilTbe held on May 9 from 1-3:00 p.m. in the
Robins Room at Roberts.

[NICHOLAS ' AZZARETTI, a candidate for the
position of teaching English and the performing
arts will speak to students on May 14 from 10-12
noon in t he Smit h Lounge:at Runnels:
„

by Ingrid MacFarlane

Careers in Minneapolis- The
Spring Careers section of
the.Minneapolis Tribune has
just been received.
education,
Business,
science, tra des, medical
and more. Available in the
Career Planning Library.

19th CENTURY RECIPES will comprise Lorna
Sass' workshop on cooking to begin at 4:00 p.m. on
May 9 in the Roberts banquet kitchen.

y

Spiruliiia plankton:
nutrition
highestSpirulina
natural
plankton has lightweight and
been eaten for centuries by
It is the world's highest the natives of Lake Chad in
source of natural nutrition. Africa and the Aztecs of
It contains no sugars, Lake Texcqlo. It is now
binders, preservatives, or used as a " supplementary
for
juice
synthetic ingredients. It is nourishment
the world's highest natural fasting by weight watchers
source of vitamin B12 and it and as^ a source of energy
gives a natural buzz of -by joggers.
Spirulina is soft-celled
energy.
What is it? It's spirulina and easy to digest. It is a
food
whose
plankton, a biologically complete
dynamic species of algae. vitamins, minerals and
Plankton itself is any enzymes . are naturally
microscopic plant organism chelated by the action of
or animal which drifts in cosmic light photon synThis means the
the curr ent , as compared to thesis.
nekton which swirns against nutrients are balanced by
nature and are therefore
currents.
Spirulina is a blue-green easily assimilated by the
own
natural
aquatic vegetable plankton body's
found in highly alkaline metabolic processes.
Spirulina is an excellent
waters in different parts of
the world. Recent testing of survival food since it is
the nutritional value of concentrated, compact, and
spirulina plankton has led to high in protein. It suits
its labeling as "the algae backpackers and wilderness
explorers because it is
wonder food. "

Pay Off College Loans- The
Army has a program which
eliminates repayment of
some or all of your college
loans through service in the
Army or Army Reserve ! If
you are interested in the
program, contact Gen in
Career Planning.

*

A SLIDE AND TAPE PRESENTATION showing
the 1981 events of the Colby Women's Group will
presented at 7:00 p.m. on May 15 in Given
auditorium.
.
SENIOR SCHOLARS presents "Women in
Creations and Fall: A Subordinate Sex?" A lecture
by Dana Johnston, '81, at 7:00,:May 13th in L319.
OPERA WORKSHOP: will be held at 12:30 on
May 15th at Strider Theatre.

is
Admissions-Vassar
looking for three new
members of their admissions staff. Find out
details, and how to apply
from the Career Planning
Office.

LOUISE COBURN PUBLIC SPEAKING CONTEST WILL BE HELD IN/ L100 at 3:00-5:00 p.m. on
May 16th.

Sales in Portland- This
employer gives you training
and the opportunity to do
sales for the summer. In
the fall, you can decide if
you want to stay or move
on. Even if you move on ,
you then have experience
and training. They are
starting the business and

-SENIOR EXHIBIT: by Elizabeth DV Ellis,
Pamela Ellis and Doug Cawley will be shown at the
Museum of Art May 22 through May 31st.
Reporter-Photographer- for
weekly newspaper. Milford,
New Hampshire.
Great
opportunit y to start in
journalism. Find out how to
apply in Career Planning.

FILM: West Side Story will be shown at 3:00 on
May 10th in L100. - Sponsored by Stu-A Cultural Life.
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COMPLETE LINE OF CONTACT LENS & EYE CARE SUPPLIES
SEE US FOR YOUR OUT-OF-STATE PRESCRIPTIONS
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ROAST BEEF

•

"HAVE WE GOT MUNCHIES FOR THE MUNCHlES"

j lO^ AAUSHROOM !
PI^ZA
I
\
j

REG. $2.55

!

LG. TUMA
ITALIAN
REG. $1.95
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SPECIALS :

1

PLUS TAX A DEPOSIT

j

$2jp9 NOW $1.49 i
i yNOW
with th is coupon
!
wlfh ttils coup on

j

STARTING MAY 15
LIVE LOBSTERS, CLAMS
AND SHRIMP

i ; OLD MILWAUKEE &
; OLD MILWAUKEE LIGHT
i 2-12 OZ./12 CAN PACKS FOR $8.45
> HEINEKEN CANS 12 OZ. 6 PACK $3.99 ji
; PABST 16 OZ. BAR BOTTLES $10.19/CASE !i

PASTRAM I
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sources for financial aid.
Besides a directory, we
have just obtained a new
list of the more unconventional sources, such
as AAA or National
Association of Secondary
School Principles. Many
Financial
Aid- Career listings. Check it out in
Planning has a listing of Roberts 252.

looking for a lot of people.
Great opportunity if you
like sales. They will recruit
on campus if there is interest. See Gen in Career
Planning.

BEVERAG E BARN

J
WATERVILLE
ACROSS FROM STERN'S, ENTRANCE ON THE CONCOURSE

STEAK & CHEESE 4

Allen Powell, from the
New Life Polarity Center in
Athens, Maine will be on
campus next week to
discuss the plankton and
also the Polarity Center.
""Polarity is the art and
science of energy balancing
and uses a variety of approaches as a means to
unblocking and balancing
life energies in tne body,"
says Powell, ?^ polarity
practioner. "Ite purpose is
to promote the physical ,
mental, emotional and
spiritual well-being, and
puts special emphasis on
encouraging individuals to
take responsibility for their
own health."
. Powell's presentation was
held last Thursday.

HAMLIN'S

" _ <

872-2182

72 MAIN STREET

does not
spoil. It is available for
instant nutrition without
cooking.
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From the Editor

Letters

EPC proposal : C- standard unfair

proposal with the intent off purging their classrooms
of students who do not take their courses as
seriously as they do. While their motive can certainly be understood , it does not justify the imposition of the new C- standard.
This logic is not consistent with the purpose of
pass-fail option in a liberal arts college. Students ,
not faculty, undertake the responsibility for their
attitude in a course. If students choose to use
pass-fa il courses as .their "gut" courses , and
diminish their efforts in those courses toward the
end of the semester in order to spend more time on
their other courses , that is their perogative.

The EPC has made a proposal to alter the present
"flawed" basic-flexible credit system. We applaud
their effort to allow for more curricular flexibility.
Through treating all courses- whether taken for
grades or in a pass-fail basis- as basic credit and
allowing up to 15 credits in "performance / courses ,
the proposal will allow students much more leeway
in developing their own courses of study .
However , the philosophy behind redefining the
" pass " standard as a "C- " or better is directly
contradictory to the philosophy behind the existence
of a pass-fail system.
A pass-fail option should encour age students to
explore academic areas outside of their field of
expertise with the new standard , students will be
limited to only those courses in which they can
attain a C- or better. They will not explore areas of
study which are unknown to them for fear of failing.
The reason behind this new definition is a desire
to prevent "jokes and abuses ," i.e. students who
sign up for a course just to get the credits and aims
for a D-.
The faculty members of the EPC approached this

The most blatant inconsistency in the "C- "
standard is that a person who takes a course for a
grade and gets a. D- will receive credit , wtfile a
person who takes the course pass-fail and receives
a D- will not receive credit.,
While "a change in the present confusing credity
system is badly needed , the new "C- " standard is
an unfair and ill-conceived proposal and should be
rejected by the Faculty.

Thanks for the sleepless nights

dedication to the paper has been both valuable and
necessary to its smooth operation. '
Another amazingly dedicated worker has been
Jenny ftatson , our tireless Production Manager.
Whether jugglin g the typist 's schedules or fixing
one of our always-in-need-off-re pair-machines , Jenny
was always there when we needed her.
Thanks to Rich Secor for keeping our books
balanced , Rich and Bill Maley for keeping our
advertisers happy, John Vates and Lolly Kmidson
for getting our issues out to subscribers on time,
Lucy Nichols for her knowledge and Laura Higgins
for her critical eye.
Cartoonist Sean Duffy and writers "Chuckles "
Nemrow , Bob Hoffman and John Campbell , tha nks
for your special contributions.
. .Regardless of how long this list may app ear to be,
it does not mention all the people who should be
thanked. You all know who you are and what you
have meant to this organization.
The ECHO has improved immensely since I have
been at Colby. Undoubtedly, it will improve even
more under the future leadership of sophomores
Bystrynsld , Nicholas , Gallo and Mullin.
I only hope that you all get more sleep next year.

As I prepare to leave both the ECHO and Colby
behind me, I would like to take this opportunity to
thank those who have helped me this semester.
"An Editor 's job is never done," I was told . My
job would probably never have been finished
without the constant support of my invaluable
Executive Editor , Craig Bystrinski. I' m glad to be
turnin g over the paper to his capable hands next
fall.
Ingrid MacFarlane did an admirable job in
compiling an abundant supply of good news stories
to fill our pages each week.
Fran Mullin created her trademark for lastminute , but inspired features on man y aspects of
Colby life. Let 's not forget her always entertainin g
"Personalities of the Week."
Steve Nicholas added his share of well-written
news stories in addition to performing his weekly
duties as Sports Edito r.
Gay Zimmerman added her own unique style to
the covera ge of Art and Entertainment events on
campus.
Don Gallo provided us with a constant supply of
good to excellent photos. We appreciate the efforts
of Don and his right-hand man , Jason Pelletier.
Debbie Fanton gave up many Wednesday nights
(not to mention Thursday mornings ) to insure that
the ECHO would be laid out on time. Her
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Waste of ener gy
To the Ed itor :

must turn

There is a lot of costl y
energ y wasted due to

whole buildings at a time.
They must therefore , have a
complet e list of the bad
radiators.

malfunctioni ng
dorm
radiators . Worse than this

waste

is the

fact that

students are content to pay
for it !
The recen t Energ y Action
Group radiat or survey was
extremel y disappointing in
two respects.
Firs tly,
38 percent of the respondin g
students
reported
malfunctioning rad iators.
Inevitably , the radiators
were stuck on or could not
be regula ted as to the
amount of heat emitted.
The
second
ma".K>r
disappointme nt was the
lack of studen t cooperation.
Pre- ^address ed question-

j

off the main

steam lines and take care of

How can we get on their
backs to repair
the
problematic ones if we can 't

even tell them which ones to
fix? !
Sincerely ,
Tim Springer

Defense of fraterniti es
To the Editor:
During this past year the
fraternity system at Colby
has been severely criticized
by both stu dents and f aculty
members. Despite all Ihe
criticism , the f r atern it ies
have quietly cont inued ,
hoping that the positive
aspects of t he f ratern it ies
would
overcom e
the
criticism of a few outspoken
individuals.
As a whole, the fraternity
system at Colby rece ives
very little appro val.
Faculty and stude nts tend
to have a negat ive perception of the fratern ity
system ; many fail to realize
the posit ive actions of the
fraternity system.
As I
said, we hoped the positive
aspects of fra ternities would
overcome any negative
perceptions , however , it is
time that these aspects
were presented collectively
to the f aculty and student
body.
Joining a fraternity is still
a popular alternativ e for
man y students at Colby. A
larg e number of freshm en
chose to join a fra tern it y
this year.
Academically ,
fraternity members performed better than nonfraternity members. This
past semester the allfraternal
grade
point
avera ge was higher than
that of the all non-fraternal
grad e point avera ge. Such
facts are virtuall y unnoticed
by the Colby commun ity.
The fratern ities , and
especially
the
InterFraternit y Counc il, do much
more than people realize .
This past year the IF C and
the fraternities , collectively
or individuall y, performed
man y social , cultural , and
charitable
services
for
Colby, as well as for

Waterville

and

the

surround ing communities.
The
Inter-Fraternit y
Council is comprised of the
President an d an IF C
Representative from each
respective fraternity and
sorority. The IFC does not
just sponsor IFC partie s
every weekend. The IFC
Social Club is not the only
function of the IFC, the IF C
has many other responsibilities and functions. . .The
IFC
promotes
better
relations between the in-

Colby 8 a "treat " in NY
To the Editor :
Last night the Colby Eight

treated us to a concert that

left Colby's New York
Alums (and certain unsuspecting , New Yorkers )
aglow. Even to unbiased
naires were left where ears-which mine somehow
sounded
students were not found were not-thcy
home by the EAG sur- fabulous , and were in really
veyors . Less than one third top form .
Many thanks to all who
of those surve ys were
were
involved in organizing
returned!
down to the Big
38Ljy&>
Also, over half the
students admitted opening AppToTTitwas great to have
their windows in midwinter an excuse to get together
with old friends , And
to alleviate radiator heat.
To fix th<c radiators , B&G thanks , of course , to the

(literally )

Eight

them-

selves, who did us proud .
It' s not every day you get

serenaded in the wilds of
mid-town Manhattan , but I ,
for one, love it when it
happe ns. I don 't know why,
I just do.
As ever ,'
Brend a Bowen '80

dividual fraternities , as well
as bett er rela tions between
the f ratern ities, as a whole
an d the adm inistrat ion.
Below is a list of other
functions the IFC has
sponsored this past year .
Ihe last blood drive - in
R oberts was sponsored by
the IFC with each fratern ity
and sorority participating.
The
successful Dance
Marathon of two weeks past
was ma de possible, in part
through IFC sponsorship. It
was the IFC who paid for
the band and helped raise
over $2,000 for Ken-A-Set.
The IFC also helped
sponsor the Swim-A-Cross
which raised money for the
Red Cross . Thro iughout the
year the I FC has sponsore d
a number of forums , includin g the ^ recent forum
with formerU.SJS
ecretary of
State EdmundTVluskie.
Individual
fraternities
have also per formed , social
and charitable services.
Lambda Chi each year
conducts the Skate-A-Thon
for the Pine Tree Camp.
This year the Brothe rs of
Lambda Chi helped raise
over $3,000. All the blood
dr ives were sponsored by
one f ratern ity or another
with ATO taking a very
active role .
These examples are two
of the many serv ices the
fraternities of Colby provide
for Waterv ille and the
surround ing communities.
Such communit y act ivity
helps build better relat ions
between W aterv ille and
Colby College.
The IF C also prov ides
much of the social lif e on
cam pus through the IFC
Social ClUb.
This year
Marc J eton , Vice-President
of the IF C, worked with StuA Social Life Chairman
Sam Weiser to avoid conflicts between (he two social
organizations. In faat the
IP C
co-sponsored 3 the
Winter Carnival Dance with
Stu-A. The IFC does not try
nor want to dominate the
social life at Colby. The
IFC Social Club provides a
very popular social alternative at Colby College.
It was jny ;. intent that
students and facult y would

have a better understanding
of the IF C and the fraternal

system . It was not intended
to be self-flattery, but a
presentation of the facts.
There are few organiza tions
at Colby that participate in
such a wide area of social ,

cultural

and

charitable

services as the frate rnities
of Colby and the InterFrater nity Council.
Most Sin cerely,
Bria n McPherson
,
President , Inter-Fraternity
Council

Content of the Editorial is tlie opinion of its author
and not necessarily that of the entire , staff.
The ECHO reserves the right 7 to edit comment aries and letters to the editor. The opinions
presented in them do not necessarily reflec t those of
_.¦;,_ ' .,
tho ECH O.

Lette rs
Good job, Chuckles Nemrow
With this weeks ECHO
being the last "serious"
issue of the semester I want
to take the opportunity to
congratulate one of its
writers for a job well done.
The journalist in question
has covered a wide range of
topic areas throughout the
academic year and with
each piece has added his
own special touch or flair
while being candid and
honest with his readers.
Through a mutual experience we "endured" just
a few weeks ago I came to
fully appreciate the journalistic skills of this person.

The event was the Model
United Nations simulation
in New York City. The
writer is Greg "Chuckles"
Nemrow, class of 1984.
Once again, I would like
to congratulate Greg for a
job well done and for his
conduct while under fire at
the Statler in New York.
I'm sure that over the next
few years Chuckles, as he is
known to his friends, wil
continue to be an asset to
not only the ECHO staff , but
to Colby as a whole.
Sincerely,
Jay H. Otis

Findin g an answer
To the Editor,

teaches us that we need
only to accept Him into our
life and ask for His
forgiveness, and He-is ever
ready to forgive us and
guide us. All of Christ's
promises are uplifting and
hopeful to those who believe
in Him.
Christ has brought great
j oy and fulfillment to my
life this year. Now is my
chance to share with all of
you .the knowledge of the
strength and comfort that
Christ can bring to your
lives. You have only to ask,
for in the Bible it says :
Behold, I stand at the
door, and knock if any man
hear my voice, and open the
door I will come in to him .
Revelation 3: 20(a)

Please allow me to pass
on to everyone in the Colby
Community a few words
that have changed my life.
I hope that they will be of
help to someone.
Tliis year I became a
Christian. I read the words
of Jesus, thought about
them, and talked about
them with other people. To
all who open up theirhearts
to hear the words of the
Lord, He gives comfort and
strength, hi the words of
Christ we can find answers
to all of our questions, and
solutions to all of our
problems.
Before I knew about
Christianity, I searched for
answers and direction, and
I made the mistakes of one
who had never accepted Sincerely,
Christ. We all sin, and Paula Hinckley
make mistakes, but Christ

Thanks for a job well done

We would just like to take a moment to thank a
few people who worked for this paper far beyond
what was expected and who, with their continuous
help and support , made each week's effort a
success. We couldn't have done it without you l
Thank-you Steve Riley, Nora Lehmann and Laura

Higgins.

DF and CB
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21 MAIN ST.
OAKLAND

The Sunday Breakfas t
Buffet is Back 11
8a.m. - 2p .m.
ALL YOU CAN EAT
ONLY $3: 95
LUNCH 1 2 - 2
7

I

465-745 1

HOUXs.11aim-9:30prn
SUNDAYS>m - 2pm
GtOSEb MONDAYS

'

Comment ary

National Outdoor Leade rshi p School :

Fall semester in th e Rockies
by Sandy Whatley
The NOLS Semester in the Rockies offers a
variety of valuable experiences for those who enjoy
being in the outdoors. The fall semester is divided
into five individual sections which are mountaineering, caving, climbing, desert camping, and
winter camping.
Each group of fifteen students and three or four
instructors spend a few weeks doing each section
and then spend two days between sections in
Lander, Wyoming resupplying. In each section,
many skills and talents are developed. The basic
camping, hiking, first aid, climbing, cooking, and
observational skills are stressed throughout the
course.
Each group of students remains the same during
the whole course, but the set of instructors is different for each section.
Last fall, the mountaineering section took place in
the Wind River Range in Southwest Wyoming, and
it spanned thirty—five days. On the average, we
moved with backpacks every 2 days, and our instructors taught us classes during the early
evenings and days without hiking.
We spent our tune on those days fishing, climbing, making peak ascents, etc. Most of the hiking
was cross country which made it difficult, but the
advantages were that we spent most cf our time in
areas which are seldom traveled and, consequently,
cleaner and prettier.
The caving and climbing sections were in the
Black Hills in South Dakota, an area filled with
wildlife and interesting American culture. In the
two weeks in Wind Cave National Park, we went
underground to explore, survey, and admire Wind
Cave, a cave containing 26 miles of passageway and
the rare "borwork" formation.
Above ground, we visited a Sioux expert, a field
biologist who studies Prairie Dogs, a cave exploring
team, a surveyor, and a Spanish Barb horse
breeder. We also observed' and learned about
Bison, coyotes, pronghorn antelope, deer, prairie
dogs, and eagles.
On the climbing section in Custer State Park at
the Needles, our group climbed twelve days and
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TUESDAY & WEDNESDAY

On the Alaskan artic tundra
and the grasslands of Kenya ,
East Africa , NOLS students
are learning the challenges
of enj oying and preserving
the wild lands of the earth.
For fifteen years THE
NATIONAL OUTDOOR
LEADERSHIP SCHOOL has
trained wilderness leaders
for most of the majo r outdoor programs in this
country. Today, the unique
non-profit educational center
offers over 30 different
backcountry courses which
range in length from 2
weeks to VA months.
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ENTERTAINMENT

In the rugged mountains of Wyoming and Washington ,
NOLS is teaching the essential skills of backcountry living.

COLLEGE CREDIT

worked on improving our climbing ability and safe
belaying techniques. During this section, those who
were interested drove to northwestern Wyoming
to elimb Devil's Tower, a large granite upthrust
with 600 to 800 ft., vertical walls around its entire
circumference. The "tower" provided an inspirational experience for the really interested
climbers.
The desert section took place in Southern Utah in
the canyonlands. Our group backpacked for two
weeks through deep canyons marveling at the
Anazazi Indian ruins, the entirely different community of plants, and the colorful canyon walls. The
students were entirely in charge of this section and
made decisions about group activities, where to
hike and how far. A thirty book library was taken
along and from these books, students researched
and designed their own classes.
The winter section took place in the Wind
River Range where we skied "up to our highest
camp and set up base camps along the way. Many
in the jproup had never cross-country skied before.
i and most found it difficult to sld with packs on. But
all of us improved vastly throughout the trip, and it
was a continual source of enjoyment to ski down
slopes.
The temperature in the mountains was usually
below zero, and it was a challenge to stay warm.
Much learning was involved in staying warm like
learning how to regulate you body temp through
exercise, building snow caves, and eating and
drinking correctly.
An important part of NOLS (perhaps the most
important ) is learning to work and cooperate with
people with different .backgrounds, expectations
about the course, and personalities. In working
together with instructors, friendships grow, and the
group strengthens into a functioning unit.

ARTHUR W EBSTER
THURSDAY - SATURDAY

HOLDEN BROTHERS
TUESDAY- 50* BUD DRAFTS
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Sprin g Carnival: a last flin g for 681
Locomotion big band
"dance-encollraging 9,

Koenig warm-up
leaves crowd cold
by Linda Bar on

Koenig put out feelers by
saying many different types
Tommy
Koenig; the of jokes.
There were
warm-up for the Reggae political jokes
Band Healin' of the Nation, buying a hot dog uva(Nixon
New
was not up to par last York street), Maine antics
Saturday night " at the (old saying, "I'm -ing
fieldhouse. Poor acoustics, freezin' ") , family, party
a bad sound system and a and filthy jokes all squeezed
half-interested
audience into the first few minutes.
combined to make it a When he got the best
lackluster performance.
response from the obKoenig began his routine scenities, he stayed with
by making fun of the Boston them.
accent. He repeatedly said,
"Pak the ca in Havad Koenig was most sucYad," trying to get peoples cessful when he didn't have
attention away from the to depend on other people to
kegs. When he finally got come
through
for
most of the audience's background music or
attention, he started his microphone volume. As a
routine.
toast, he sang: "Here's to
good friends; Tonight is
kind
of
special,

by Linda Baron
i
;•
h
i
j;
;:
;
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Chuck Kittrel transforms himself from campus secA officer to singer
¦
"extraordinaire."

Reggae rock in the fildhoitse

Beers are cold ; joints are
rolled.
Tonight, tonight; hope I
by Reyne Cuccoro
don't puke again. "
(sung to the tune of- the
Healin' of the Nation, a
Lowenbrau commercial.)
reggae band, provided some
medicine for a CarKoenig concentrated on good
nival
crowd
Saturday
social-relevance -with-a- night at the last
Fieldhouse.
dirty-twist j okes which only
got off to a rather late
got a laugh if he repeated They
start,
, making people
the obscenity. One won- restless11:30
but
psyched to
dered what state of mind dreadlock
down.
It took a
the majority of the audience
while
for
everyone
to warm
was iri.
up to the Jamaican beat,
His jokes about designer but once Healin ' _ of the
je ans and his impersonating Nation really started to
went well. His reason for play, their solid original
drugs- "Without chemicals, brand of reggae made fans
life itself would be im- of both first time and long
possible"-received
wild time Rastamen.
cheers; but then the People would have been
even more pleased had
problems began.
The last third of Koenig 's
monologue-was supposed to
be backed up by one sound
or another. The ^audience
became aware of this lack
in Koenig's performance as
Tommy became visibly
irritated. Everytime the
Blondie soundtrack did not
go on, he would turn around
and say another joke right
off the top of his head, yet
the audience could detect
Tommy 's frustration.
Finally he personally could
do nothing to' alleviate the
sound problem and had run
out of "tricks up his sleeve,
He was forced to leave the
stage. According to Koenig,
the performance was a
"disaster."
Tommy
Koenig . is
presently appearing in a
recently released National
Lampoon Movie. Starring
also in the new movie are
Richard Widmark and
Robby Benson. Koenig ' has
been in two other films. He
appears also in a T.V. .pilot
with Sally Struthers this,
season.

Healinl of the Nation
played somewhere other
than the fieldhouse, with its
horrifying acoustics and
sick, green . lighting.
A
frequent comment was

"Why couldn't we have
done this outside?" But the
Spring Fling partiers gotY
into the Rastaf aria and
danced and rocked to the !
end of the show.

Westermanandwrre ttp erf o rm
by Linda Baron
Dave * Westerman and
Peter Garrett played guitar
and fiddle, respectively, at
the Coffeehouse to kick-off
spring carnival. 'Iheir less
trained voices made the
atmosphere informal and
entertaining.

A mix of English whaling
songs and country bluegrass music made the foot- stomping audience participate wildly . At one point ;
to the tune of "Little Rabbit
Foo Fop," the audience
even took over the floor.
The musicians stood around I
and watched.
It was an all-around great
time to anyone who enjoyed <
loud, table-banging, sing- ;
atones.

The Locomotion Spring
Fling concert reminded one
of the big band movies." The
cloth-covered tables " that
filled the Foss dining hall,
and
the
fun-filled,
mischievous band made one
feel comfortable both to
listen, as in a concert, or
talk, as in a nightclub.
There always :seemed to be
couples dancing and people
laughing.
In order to break up the
music, Adrian Lo, the
conductor of the band,
organized a bit of extra
The
entertainment.
Colbyettes sang Boogie
Woogie Bugle Boy with the
orchestra. Unfortunately,
the girls were drowned out
by the band. They came
back, though, - and sang
while the band took a break.
When 20's-30's style of
music came back, the
dancers returned in full
force. Suddenly, a security
guard, Chuck Kittrel, came
forward and demanded that
one of the students be
dismissed from the concert
because he was drinking
alcohol on the stage. The
audience was shocked by
this , act and the student
resisted. Adrian Lo struck
a deal : if the guard would
sing a song, he could have
the trumpet player 's ID,
The guard consented, took
off his security jacket and
revealed underneath, a tie
and vest, visibly an entertainer 's clothing.
He
proceeded to sing and
sounded like a professional.
The band played once
again alone. They acted
like an orchestra from the

big band era. In specific
songs the soloist stood up
sometimes whole
and
sections would stand. The
music was quite danceencouraging.
During the band's last
break, a local Barber-Shop
Quartet sang. They sang
some oldies but goodies and
even a song composed by
someone from Waterville.
The song was about
Potatoes,
"Lobsters,
Blueberries." Maine, "dear
old Maine."

Commen tar y ———
Golby work -stud y coordinator provides "relevant facts"
by Dairy! Scott
I would be remiss if, as College Work-Study
Coordinator for the current academic year , I did
not take issue with last week' s commentar y
rega rding the College Work-Study Program.
In
order to write a comprehensive , incisive and insightful commentary, one must gather the facts
from the proper sources so that a viab le attack
might be waged. In the absence of these facts , one
becomes vulnerable to counter-attack. So, I shall
attempt to address some of the concerns of the
article in succession and pr ovide those facts
relevant for clarity 's sake.
With regard to the point concerning the ambiguity
of the purpose of the work-study program , I can
only say that this alone might have prompted me to
seek factual information from those dealing with
the program.
Some interesting questi ons were
raised , however , arid equally interesting observations were made. These observations included
student displeasure with job placement and pay and
discontent with the sort of job which they were
assigned. To be sure , discontent and displeasure in
the work-force are not phenomena par ticular to
the Colby College work-study 'la borer. ' This is the
beginning of an idea that consisten tly underscores
this commentary, nam ely, "increase pleasure ,
decrease pain ," if of course a self-help grant may
be considered pain.
Certainly, it would be an ideal program if jobs
were available to augment every stud ent' s
academic concentration. Unfortunately, however ,
the reality is that this is not possible. Departmen ts,
as well as other services on this campus , are
allocated a certain budget to accomodate workstudy positions. If we began to concentrate all our
efforts on placing students in their respec tive
majors as work-study employees, much of t he oth er
work essent ial to the runn ing of t he college would
'fall by the wayside. '
I also detect a dan gerous pattern developing
which confines the Colby student solely in the realm
of academ ia. By work ing in var ious departments
around the college, students , if they take the opportunity, have the chance to make new acquaintances outside of the student societ y and enrich
the ir personal experience. I can certa inly speak
f rom personal experience when I say that some of
my best 'C olby moments ' have been shared with
those people with whom I work and have developed
f riendsh ips which I am sure will endure beyon d the
end of my college years ; and I am certa inl y
grateful for them .
Im plicit once again in the commentar y is th is
idea that the Colby student is overqualified (and I
invite you to take issue with this) for some of these
jobs. Your food service job , your mail delivery job,
and your reserve desk job ma y not be proper
training for a future in the Rand Cor poration but to
be cliche , they do build character.
"To be sure , discontent and displeasure in the workforce are not phenom ena pa rt icular to t he Colby College
work-study laborer. 1"

Certainly the skills you have acquired filing,
typing , computer-programming , data- processing, to
name only a few of the specialized outside interests
which students may apply, display and enhance , in
a work-study position which they otherwise would
not utilize in the daily ri gors of academia , may be
instrume ntal in rounding one out as a student and
an individual and may later provide you with some
'functional' skills. None of these jobs are so
mentally and intellectually taxing that they impinge
upon your ability to perform in other are as, i.e.
academics.
To clarify another point , the monies for the WorkStudy progra m are federall y allocated and are not
given for studen ts to work off their full grant;
grants are not repaid. Being a federally funded
program , Work-Study is subject to federal
minimum wage, $3.35 an hour , which you do
receive. This money is yours to do with as you
please and it is by no means monies which are
specifically or previously obligated to be returned
, .. . ; > . .
to the College unless you so wish.,

The assumption that these funds are of a constant
sum must also be clarified.
Each year Colby
receives a new federal allocation from the government that is usually, though not alwa ys, an increase over the previous year. As well, if one
woul d look a t the ir award lett er item izing their
award , it shall be noticed that in 1979-80, the
maximum work-study earnings were $700; in 198081, maximum earnings increased to $800 ($400$500 for freshmen ) ; and still in 1981-82, the
maximum allowable earnings will climb to $900. I
assure you, you are not free labor. This can be
categorized as 'mutual exploitation ' at besfc
"The jnonies for the work-study progra m are federally
allocated and are not given for students to work off their
full grant ; grants are not repaid. '"
Again, I must take issue with this idea of workstudy as a privilege. First of all , I ask on whose
part is this attitude attributed? The Financial Aid
Office and the College see it not as a privilege but
as an opportunity ; an opportunity for students to
help themselves through school; to learn to work in
an office or departmental situa tion; to round out
their college experience; and to accept responsibility, a burden we all eventuall y will have to face
and bear (woe, woe is us!). Please find me a
student who works any more than 5-10 hours a week
consistently in a work-study position or one who
works from 7:00-10:00 four nights a week (12 hours )
without the opportunity to study on the job. Please
tell me where downtown you can work during the
day for 5-10 hours a week and tell your employer
you will not be in the next day because you have to
stu dy for an exam .
In the summer , the majority of students are
notified of their work-study assignments. If there is
displeasure or dissatis f action the student is
welcomed to contact t he Fi nancial Aid Offi ce an d
pla ce a compla int then . Once the student arr ives in
September , it is his (her ) responsibili ty to contact
t heir employer immediatel y a f ter reg istration and
work out a comf ortable schedule ; more times than
not each can be accomodated . If not , then it is th e
stu dent 's res ponsibility to contact the F inancial Aid
Office and see what alternative arrangements can
be made . The studen t is then offered whatever jobs
are ava ilable 'and he (she) is taken care of in this
mann er.

Commentar y —

But there are variations of this scena rio. Com-

monl y the st udent will tell me a part icular job

cannot fit into his (her ) schedule , i Usually the only
jobs with vacancies are in Food Service (at which
point students say that the y cannot f it this into
the ir schedules either , or they simply do not show,
up for the job as histories of acute hepa titis crop up.
The latter is my personal favorite. ) Most times
students frown and scowl and would rather be
placed on the wait-list than work in Food-Service.
Fine , this is your option . And this being your option
you suffer the consequences of being short of funds
at the end of the year. And it is not uncommon that
in some special cases adjustments are made, if
responsibility and sincerity have been exhibited by
the student in this instance.
.¦ .
I would like to address each of the solutions which
you have reached "through increased awareness ,
•>:
information and incentive. "
The first , that students should choose their own
assignments is an interesting suggestion and one
that has crossed our minds and to which we have
given not only lip service but serious consideration.
H owever , to see that all services on campus are
properly accomodated we conduct the pro gram as
we do. I hardly believe that student s would be
knocking the Food Service doors down in September if this system were instituted/ I also take
issue with the idea that the workstudy pro gram is
run arbitrarily and exclusive of federal and college
auspices. This is certainl y not so.
. . " most times students frown and scowl and would
rather be placed on the wait-list than work in Food¦ 7.
Service. "
^_

^our second point , th at students should be
guarante ed at least minimum wage, is interesting
once again realizing that the College Work-Study
Program is a federa l program and t he minimum
wage is federally set by laws !to which Colby
adheres .
The third point regards a differentiated pay
scale. This might work in some instan ces thou gh
not all. You seem to feel that the numbe r of years
is more important than the nature of the work.
Although it has not occured , I doubt that a student
who has been work ing in food service or at Roberts '
Desk for thr ee years would be eligible for a higher
pay scale than that student who wight be, for instance , a first- year College Work-Stud y Cporcontinued on page 11

—* . :

"Wide-eyed" geologists see Nova Seotia

Spurned on by the tremendous urge to enhance
their geological knowledge, 14 wide eyed students
and two dedicated pro fessors ventured to Nova
Scotia for Spring Break. For ten days this group
battled the elements : rain , wind , snow , and killer
tribolites , while traveling from outcrop to outcrop
and campsite to campsite.
There were many highlights to this, trip from
beginning to end.
One of the most exciting aspects of the trip was
discovering that what is tau ght in the classroom
actually applies to the real world. A person can sit
for hours and be lectured to about normal and
reverse faults , but when he can go up to a fault
boundar y and grab a* glob of fault gouge and mush
it in his hands , all the learning really sinks in.
During the entire week each person was
challenged to use his or her knowledge to unravel
the mystery of the , outcrops: Why was the stratum
fold? What happened first? Are the rocks right-side
up? Are we at the right outcrop??? All of the
hypotheses were written - occasionally neatly- in a
log book which was passed enthusiasticall y from .
one person to another upon departure from each
location .
The biggest trick for the recorder was staying in
"Fearless * Dave Westerman 's or "Paleo-Pete "
Garrett' s "hip pocket" as they explained their
interpretations of the events resulting in the present
conformation of the outcrop. Then there was the
necessity to collect samples from each site, which
everyone finally got used to after a lecture about
pounding and hackin g at the outcrops with hom-

iphoto by Beth Ross
mers like crazy men.
.> *
On the .not so " geological" side of tho trip , songs
were composed , Dave and Peter led a music hour
with guita r, harmonlco , and fiddle, Each person
tried his han d at being a master chef; some lear ned
to drive a van. April Poors day was celebrated
thanks to Peter ' and Ted Taylor and. every night
celebrated thanks to the Nova. Scotia Liquor
Commission.
Were the wot sleeping bags, frozen toos, spaghetti
Bincokes, and long hours , in ' the van worth it?
eflnitely, yes. The mora l of the story : Hopping
from bod (of rocks ) to bed (cf rocks) Is all it's
crocked up to be.

Announce ments
FIELD DAY for
Waterville kids is tomorrow
at the Shell. Volunteer
workersare still needed any
time from 1:00-4:00 p.m. to
help run the track and field
Any set-up
events.
volunteers should meet - at
the Shell at 10:30 a.m.
Any questions-contact Carol
Birch, ext. 286.

Photographer Clemens
Kalischer will be on campus
Wednesday and Thursday,
May 13-14, to take a variety
of
photographs
for
literature relating to the
capital campaign , Vice
President for Development
Sidney Farr announced.
If anyone objects to
having his or her picture
taken in any context , that
person should so indicate to
Kalischer. .
There will be an auto
The cooperation of the
mechanics workshop at 11 campus community will be
a.m. Sunday in the parking appreciated. '•
lot of the Lovejoy Buttding.

• Work stiid y

dinator. By the same token , however, it might do
well to offer a higher pay scale to those students
employed by Food Services under the least
¦luxurious of conditions, as a work incentive. This
would create a competitive market for these jobs
through-a wage increase and students jockeying for
those jobs. If a?differentiated pay scale were instituted it would be contingent upon the nature of
the job and-or-the responsibility thereof as opposed
to the number of years in any given position. .
Your fourth point, suggesting a committee to deal
with these matters is"a fine one but one of which I
am personally wary. To quote a noted satirist
(whose name I have forgotten, of course) , "a
committee is a group of the unfit, appointed by the
unwilling to do the unnecessary." In most instances, you know this to be especially true if you
have served on certain committees at Colby. Also
if you maintain that your job takes up such a
considerable amount of your time, where will you
find the time to meet with a committee?
Fif th, your point about off-campus j obs is great.
Pat Hickson in Career Planning handles that
program and I encourage those persons, who are
dissatisfied, or those who simply wish to augment
their earnings, to go see her. Those federallyfunded programs you refer to, I assume, are CETA
(Comprehensive Employment Training Agency)
jobs and are created for lower income levels and
are subject to specific personal federally-created
criteria. I would suggest that you leave those jobs
for the struggling and needy persons of the
Waterville community. They'll love you for it.
What you might want to do is look into some
volunteer work downtown (oops, sorry!).
And purely for the sake of addressing the point, I
must say that noteriety is not our goal and appearances are not our concern in the College WorkStudy Program. The smooth, efficient functioning
of the program is the only concern which we have.
If notoriety and image-keeping were a goal, I doubt
that the finger could be pointed at the Financial Aid
Office and the College Work-Study Program. Let's
redirect our energies and concerns toward the real
'powers that be' to effect some positive long-term
change for this institution.
Migh t these word s of your creator sink into
¦
*,- . •¦;
your heart: *.; "" ^ -j * '

Jesu s said : ''Whoeve r
bel ieves in the Son has
eter nal life , but who ever rej ects the Son
will not see life , for
God 's w rath remains
pri hinii ;1' ! John 3:36

The. Ow who nnado tho worlds nnd mado you loved
you enough to die for you. Are. yqu running from
Him? If you want to find God, rood the Bible.
¦
¦
. '
Y7V 7 :; ' ¦: ' ' •' :•< " •< •' - ¦\ ' .- . d- /• .. ./, ; . . . , ., * . ' Y
. Maine Mlislonor v Society , RFD Box 36, Dresden, Maine ',

Historical cooking consultant Lorna Lass, author
of "Classics in the History
of Gastronomy" and other
books, will speak at 7 p.m.
in the Robins Room,
Roberts Union, on "19th
Century American Women
in the Kitchen."

' There will be a meeting
for all those interested in
playing men's varsity
soccer next fall. Mon., May
11, 8:30 p.m. in the Whitney
Room, second floor of
Roberts Union.

There will be a meeting of
all juniors interested in law,
on Thursday, May 14th at
3:30 in Lovejoy 213. Very
FIELD DAY '81, spon- Important! If you cannot
sored by Big Brothers and attend, contact Dean Rose
Sister, the Class of '82 and in Eustis.
the Newman Club will be
held on the football field
from 1-5:00 p.m. on May 9 WOMEN' S 1 and 3 mile
races will begin on May 8 in
with a cookout at 4:00 p.m.
front of the Fieldhouse at
5:30 p.m., not 4:30 p.m. as
stated in the Calendar.

€Ar RIBS>

WEST RIVER ROAD
WATERV.LLE
PHONE 872-941 1

ISSAC'S DELI
PI2ZA .-V

,# i/% .#
; , -TO PkJ !\

,

Fresh Dough 10" A 16"

16 OZ. COKE , TAB

OR MELLO YELLO

WITH ANY PIZZA OR
SANDWI CH THIS WEEK
WE DELIVER TO COLBY —

SUNDAYS TIL MIDNIGHT

873-7474

For sale: - 1980 Univega 10-speed
bicycle.
"Sportour ," excellent
condition. Call Gina X536.
HELP!
I plan to spend the
summer in Waterville and I
need to get an apartment. If
yoifd like someone ot "borrow "
vourapartment from the end of
May to September , call me.
Wouldn 't it be great to return to
the same apartment In September without paying summer
rent?
Call Susan at X529.
Susan Sheehan, Box 1474.

r ivTignt tnese word s ot your creator sink into 1
your hear t :

"Be not deceived ;
God is not mock ed,
for wh atsoever a
man so wet h, that
shall he also reap."

AT

OREN SHIRO'S
RESTAURANT

MAIN ST.
WATERVILLE

Women's entertainment
night, at 9 p.m. Friday in
Roberts Dining Hall, will
include skits, singing, and
improvisations. Doubles
teams will play in the
Womens's Tennis Tournament at 9 a.m. Saturday,
May 9, in the fieldhouse. A
contra dance at 8 p.m. in
the Dana Dining Hall are
among other Saturday
activities.

Classified

Galatians 6:7

The One who made the worlds and made you loved
you enough to die for you. Are you running from
Him? If yo u wan t t o find God , read the Bible.

. Maine Missionary Society, RFD Box 35, Dtesden . Maine J
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Tennis tumbles
by Don McMillan
•

r

Colby College tennis fans are rankin g the downfall of
this Spring 's men's tennis team high on the list of lastseason sports collapses. They claim that it should be put
in the same league as the fall of the 1978 Red Sox, the
debache '79 and '80 Patri ots, and that of the '80-'81
76'ers. In all of the above cases, talent-laden clubs came
within inches of great seasons but fell short at th e last
moment.
As of 6:15 g.m. Wednesday , April 22, the '81 Mules
tennis team was 4-1 and understandably justified in
predicting a top five finish in the New England B
Tourney and a 6-1 match record , which would give them
a CBB title and a state championship . However , things
quickly turned sour after that Wednesda y at Bowdoin as
unlucky draws , ba d bounces , a bsences, and negative
momentum combined to give the team an 11th place
finish in the tournament and only a 4-3 record.
The week after the New Englands Colby travelled to
Orono to play UMP, whom they had wallopped earlier in
the season 8-1. Several of the matches went three sets,
but the Black Bears ended up vindictively shutting out
the Mules 9-0. Improved play and the home court advantage gave Orono a slight edge, but another reason ,
th e convincing defeat was the absenc e of fr eshmen
Mark Ha et, Pierre Fiorini , and Don McMillan.
I n or der , the singles linup consisted of Tory Weigand ,
Jon Kaufman , Bill Douglass , Rich Dube, Andy H anson ,
and Peter Van Dyke. The doubles pairings were
Weigand-Kaufrnan , Hanson- Greg LaRoza , and Van
Dyke-Townsend Burns .
M cMillan missed the UM O match to play in the New
England A Championships , which he qualified for the
week bef ore in the B tourne y. Competing aga inst stiff
competition in the C division , McM illan lost to th e B
itournam ent champion in the opening round..
W it h the three freshmen back in th e lineu p for
Monday 's match aga inst Bates it looked as if the Mules
could st ill ca pture the CBB t itle , especiall y since the
match would take place at home on Wales courts.
Despite predictions for dry weather and clay courts ,
Mother Nature and poor groundskee ping made for a wet
and breez y hard court match , wh ich dro pped the level of
play in many of the matches.
Behind the power of the best two small school players
in the Northeast , Bates captured number 1 and number
2 singles and number 1 doubles, although all of the
matches were quite close. Unfortunately , the Mules'
plan to win five of the six lower matches did not
mater ialize , The Bobcats grabbed numbers ' three and
six singles and number two doubles. The only Colby
winners were McMillan at number 4 singles, Douglas at
number 5 (a 6-0, 6-0 job ) and McMillan-Hanson at
number three doubles.
As for season statistics , Colby won tour and lost three
matches , was 24-18 (57 percent ) in singles, 13-8 (62
percent ) in doubles for a 37*26 (59 percent ) overall
mark. McMillan had the top individual record. He went
10-2, losing both of hfs matches in the second match of
the season . Number- one singles player Haet also posted
an excellent record , as he went 8-4 against the best. CoCaptain Weigand went 8-6, while fellow co-captain Dube
had a 3-2 slate , all of the letter 's matches being singles.

Three all-stars

Mules second in tourn ey

Last
weekend
th e
women 's Lacrosse team ,

seeded third ,, participated in
the NECWLA tournament at
Bates. On Saturday, they
firs t came up aga inst
Wellesley and won, 15-4.
Offensively, Emily Batcheldei" played an outstanding game with seven
goals . Other goals wer e
scored by Chris Hood,
Hilary Laraba , Mary Coe,
and Brigid McCarthy. The
defense held off many shots
on goal with their tight
zone. In goal, Sara Bunnell
had eight saves for the
game.
Psyched-up for a second
game against Williams, the
Mule s bat tled to win
another decisive victor y.
Once aga in , the of fense
fired many shots putting in
nine goals over W illiam 's
four . Scores were made by
Anne Tiet erman , Hillar y
Laraba , Sally Lee, Emily
Batchelder , and Mary Coe.
The defens ive crew was
st ellar , allowing little or no
penetration
by the opposit ion . Sara Bunnell had
fourteen tremendous saves
in t he game.
H av ing come a long wa y
in a short t ime , the Colby
women met Smith College
in the cham pionship on

Sunday .
From
the
beginning it was obvious it
_i_
Photo by Don Gallo
Vv
On the
run
would be a tough match.
With many battles for
Chris Hood carries the ball for Colby
possession and scoreless
shots on goal, the score at
the half was 3-2, Smith. It defensive ability throughout showed her fine reflexes in J ones was chosen K for the
was a close game due to the game.
The defense goal with eleven saves. .
second team.
, •
excellent shots by Emily frustrated Smith to only one Co-captains
Hilary
All in ail, it was a very
Batchelder and Mary Coe. more goal making the final Laraba and Sara -Bunnell successful weekend with the
Chris Hood showed her score 4-2.
After three were chosen for the All-Star Colby
women
placing
consistent offensive and eames.
Sara
Bunnell first team and Tammy second in Division III.
Frosh Douglass was a fine 4-2 in singles, while doubles
specialist Hanson went 5-3. Freshman LaRoza filled
several roles and respon ded -very well winnin g four and
dropping three. Seniors Kaufman and Burns and
sophomore Van Dyke combined for three mor e of the
team 's victories.

Mules lax-adaisical
by Arthur J ackson

Disappointing is the word to descr ibe last week's

action for mens ' lacrosse . Coming off a satisfying 19-10
rout of Plymouth State , Colby looked like they had
finally got their sticks in gear. However , Bates handed
the Mules a frustrating 11-8 loss and two of three Colby
captains , Chris Bauer and Joel Caatleman , were
knocked out of action with injuries.
Colby did dominate the U. Maine at Orono club team
two days later by a much more lopsided amount than
the 13-9 scone would indicate , but the game with Bates
hod been the key one. Tomorrow , the Mules will get a
chance to restore their pride when they host New
England (10-1) College.
"New England is pavin g a very good year /' said

coach Bob Ewell. "They 've beaten Boston State ,
Babson and Lowell. Their man-up unit is quite stron g."
"The New England game has been ' a one goal game
the past two years ," added tri-captain Bauer , who will
be back in action for the game. "The fact that New
England has to travel here gives us a big advanta ge.
It' s a brutal bus ride. "
"UMO is a club team in the most thorough sense of
the .word," said Bauer. . "It was a good game for the
team. Overall UMO is not strong, but they have individuals who put our team to the test both offensively
and defensively. "
Bill "pick a corner " Lloyd was one of the few Mule
players showing accuracy as be hod three goals in three
shots. Lloyd, who was getting his first real chance to
play due to the injury to Custleman , looked impressive

Still remaining

this spring are the state - cham-

pionshi ps, which will be played at the end of this week

at Bates , Playing singles for Colby will be Weigand , a
finalist in '80, McMillan , Douglass , and Dube. The
doubles combinations are Weigand-LaRoza , McMillanBurns
, and Van Dyke-Dube.
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on each of his goals. Freshman Ted Jenkins popped in a
goal playing attack and Lance Hanson arid Nick Nunez
also had good scoring opportunities ; as all four played
Y
one quarter each at attack.
Josh Burns led the Mule scoring with four goals and
four assists. Burns scored two of his goals unassisted
by taking the ball after the face-off, shifting by the
Black Bear defense and putting the ball behind the
goalie. Tri-captain' Pat Fortin continued his strong play
with two goals,
while
and Mike Covol had
¦ ¦ Chris Castner
¦ " ••• ' • '
one each. ¦ ' ' "' . ' " -¦
The Bates game was one Colby reall y wanted, but just
couldn't put the effort together to win, The Bobcats
jumped out to a 6-2 lead before Colby started one of its
patented comeba cks which culminated in a tie game at
7-7 in the third quarter. However , it was Bates who
scored the next few¦ crucial goals as; the action heated
' *
' '" ' ' ' '" ¦'
'' • ' ' Y '
up,
"We were mentall y lax," stated Bauer. M ,Wheh we
came back we played with Intensity, but we didn 't keep
the intensity up and so we lost. I think wo took Bates a
"•
'
little too lightly."
V i Y

Celts and Sixers: What it's all about
"I think his team is capable of winning three in a row .
against a team like Ph iladel phia .''
I distinctl y remember scoffing aloud at Boston Celtics
coach Bill Fitch when he made that seemingly perf unctor y comment . The Celts ha d just f allen behind
three games to one in their best-of-seven Eastern
Conference Cham pionship with the phenomenal
Philadelphia '76ers.
The men in green had not played well (at least by
expected standards ) in the first four confrontation s
between professional baske tball' s two f inest entr ies.
They had seemed almost para plegic,, especially in the
first half of games three and four - missing free throws ,
playing sloppy offense , and generall y per form ing far
below the ir proven capabilities.
So, like thousands of other Celtic fans , I was brac ing
myself for the inevitable repeat of last season's
miserable four-games-to-one loss to this same Philly
„
team. ,
"Of course Fttch says thev're capable of winning
three stra ight games," I can remember thinking to
myself in the ' incomparabl y snide manner ot a
disgruntled spor ts fan . "W hat 's he supposed to say,
they'll lose in five games ? 1"
Yes, I scof fed. But it will be a long, long t ime bef ore I
scoff at Bill Fi tch or the Boston Celtics again . Fitch 's
comment af ter game four was far from perfunctor y.
That man believed . He believed in himself, and he
believed in his team . And together , in a worl d which
conspicuousl y lacks th ings to believe in, the y made a
believer out of me and millions of other sports fans. Not
j ust Boston f ans , not just Phill y fans , but sports fans of
all sizes, sha pes, and colors .
This ser ies transcended reg ional and personal
favoritism. It gave , sports fans everywhere a boost. It
reminded them that today - amid the soaring salaries ,
persona ] power struggles , and frequent corruption pro f essional sports still play a definite positive role in
thfejcountry. .
There isn't a 'whole lot left to say about this super
series. It was a massive feast for sports journalists and
sports statisticians. Everybody knows that the Celtics
were seriously behind in each of the last three games.
Ever ybody knows that they came storming back to win
all three by margins of two, two, and one points ,
respectively.

Rugge rs rom p
by Jim Levy
This past Thursday the Colby rugb y team travelled
down to Brunswick to face arch-rival Bowdoin. The
Colby ruggers cut a swath of destruction through the
Polar Bears , and when the carnage was finall y cleared ,
Colby was on top of a 37-3 debacle. Fro m Bowdoin 's
point of view it wasn 't a pretty sight. , ;•¦ •
Finally things came together for Colby, as they played
the best game of the entire year and with doubt the best
game of a very disappointing spring season . All spring
season , the ruggers have been experiencing tro uble,
potential ly the best team in years just wasn 't performing consistently. Thursday every aspect of the
game was well-executed.
The Back played exceptionally well, particularly with
the return of John "crazylegs " Sorter , the diminutive
dynamite of the ru gby field, John , who cited "personal
reasons " for making such a tardy comebac k ,
reall y-spar ked the other backs , Joe Noel, Steve Rowse,
Buzz Marcus , Young Rob Fast , Peter Clerkin , and Terr y
Mulvey. Glen Patterson also had an excellent day. The
backs literally ran circles around Bowdoin , it was .
pretty sight.
The forwards also played exceptionally well. Not only
did they win the scrums and ruck and maul well, but
they were a scorin g thre at too. Bob Benjamin , BeefBlob , Kick Sclinub, and Spencer "Abe " Staples all had
"tri' s." The other forwards were Doug "Festus "
Ferguson , Jim Lew, Al Matnicu , and Tom Dougherty.
Abe Staples , in a rare statement after the game in
which he actually used verbs and adjectives , said "You
know when you win 37-3 It Isn't because they were bad,
it' s because you played exceptionall y well. You can 't
run a score up that high unless you're playing well."
With this win Colby captur ed tho CBB crown , again ,
having defeate d Bates at UMass.

Ever ybody knows tha t in game five,'facing extinction ,
the Celts came back from a six-point deficit with 1:51
rema inin g. And ever ybody knows that in game six the
Celts , aga in f ac ing extinct ion, ended an 11-game jinx at
the Philadelph ia Spectrum , 100-98. Evervbodv also
knows that in game seven the Boston defense held
Philly to just one point in the last 5:23, allowing the

...amid the soaring salaries , personal
power struggles , and freq uent corruption , pro fessional sports still
play a definite positive role in this
country.
Celts tfl Overcome another six-point deficit. Everyb ody
knows that the Celtics are now 25-0 in games in which
they've allowed less than 100 points. And, ever ybody
knows , that the Celts became only the fourth team to
come back and win a playoff series in which the y trailed
three games to one.
Everybody knows all that .

And as abundant as the stat ist ics were the superlat ive
adjectives used to descr ibe the series : best, greatest ,
most incredible , most un believable . The Boston Globe
dubbed it as V'The Improbable Dream , " and sports
writer Bob Ryan called it "without quest ion the guts iest
comeback in the 35-year history of the world' s foremost
basketball league. "
Indeed , the ser ies was the per fect case stu dy for a
course on "Gutsy Sports Comebacks II. " It was the
perfec t case stud y for any in a whole curr iculum of
Defensive
Basketball
121,"
courses : "Clutch
"Introduction to Human Flight ," "Advanced Bird
Watching. " But more than anything else, the series was
t he per f ect case study for a course on "The Meaning of
Sports in America. "
This, folks, is what it' s all about .
Athletes all over the country practic e endlessly and
run countless wind spr ints, hoping to be a part of
something like the Celtics ' exhilirating come-frombehind feat . Avid fans pay increasingly exhorbitant
ticket prices to sit on increasingly hard seats in incre asingly hot , smoke-filled arenas , hopin g to witness
something like this. And more avid fans (the ones who
couldn't get tickets ) remain glued to their seats at home
or in bars , star ing into a small television screen , hoping
to catch a a glimpse of someth ing like th is. It 's
somethin g to believe in.
The Celtics' quest for their fourteenth NBA Championship isn't over yet. They now must bea t the H ouston
Rockets in the finals . The Rockets rolled over the
defending champions , the L.A. Lakers , enroute to t he
Western Conference Championship. They've got
momentum , too. And (getting back to the statistics )
only one of the four teams to come back from 3-1
deficits in the playoffs has actually proceeded to win the
cham pionship. There 's always the chance of a letdown
after such a big series. The final seems almost anticlimactic .
Sound eerie? Getting worried? Not me. Today Bill
Fitch said "We 're not going to be lulled to sleep...If
an yone can do it , these guys (the Celtics) can.
I don 't doubt him for a minute.

ssn

Sof tball gets
back at H usson
by John Curseaden
In a flurr y of softball action , Colby kept its tournament hopes alive by taking three out of four recent
contests.
At U.S.M. , the Mules split a tough doubleheader ,
losing the first 10-8 and winning the nightcap 5-4. Colby
had thirteen hits in the initial game with Pam Woods
and Diane Peterec both 3 for 4, and Anne Geegan and
Sue Dawes 2 for 4. However , Mule pitching surrendered
seventeen walks to spell the difference .
Linda
Greenlaw took the loss in relief of Maura Manning. .
It took eleven innings to win the second game , on
Woods' homer in the top of that stanza. Overall , Woods
was. 3 for 3, Geegan went 3 for 5j' and Jill Lord was 2
for 4. Mo Pine took the win for Colby, scattering thir. teen lilts but coming up with clutch pitching when
needed. According to Mules coach DeLorenzo " good
defense " was the key to the game as Colby outlasted
the home squa d.
Wednesday saw Husson return to Colby for a
. doubleheader rematch . This time Colby swept two by
scores of 7-6 and 5-2.
The Mules fell behind quickly 5-0 after three innings of
the first game. However, they fought back to tie at 5-5
in the fifth on ' a Marty Driscoll tri ple and a Kathy
Nickerson home run , her first for Colby. Husson pulled
back ahead 0-5 but in the bottom of the seventh Pam
Woods homered to tie it and Elisha "Flash" Curtin
stroked an RBI single to win it. Mo Pine picked up the
,
win in relief.
Pine returned to the mound in the second game and
saw her side fall behind 2-0 after one. But in the second
Colby scored two to tie with Geegan contributing the big

Coming home
Kathy Nickerson beads home.
hit. The Mules then broke it open with a thr ee-run fifth.
Woods tripled to extend her hitting streak to nine games
and Lord , Driscoll , and Nickerson all contr ibuted to the
outburst . P ine, the ultimate control pitch er , ran her
record to 5-1 on the year.
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INCL UDES :

Paul Belanger strokes another basehit.

Sun hot, Mules not

BLOODY MARY OR CHAM PAGNE
OMELETS-EGGS BENEDICT-CREPES

The weather was hot but
the Mules were not. The
varsity
baseball team
committed five errors in the
field and left 10 runners
stranded on base offensively
to help the Bates Bobcats to
a 13-2 whipping on Coombs
field last Monday afternoon.
The Bobcats took a 2-0
lead in the first inning on
two "Texas leaguers," and
never looked back. Bates
banged out 13 hits in the
NO ORDERS TAKEN FROM REGULAR MENU DURING
game, and scored in every
inning except the * fifth and
the ninth. The big blow
THE SPECIAL SUNDAY BRUNCH.
came in the seventh, when
the Bobcats scored four
runs
without
a hit,
capitalizing on three walks,
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It was a dismal afternoon
for Colby. The Mules
averted a shutout in the
seventh, scoring both of
their runs. Designa ted
hitter Daye Berno singled to
center (one of three hits),.
advanced to third on Joe
Vallee's double, and scored
on a sacrifice fly by George
Harrington. Paul Belanger
drove Vallee home with a
line single to center field.
But that was it for the
Mules.
Colby managed 11 hits in
the game, but they were
scattered effectively by
Bates pitcher Bob Sprague,
who went the distance for
the win. Colby coach Wally
Covell used four pitchers-

by Jenny Jorgenson

3,56 minutes. Brian Russell
ranked second in the high
jump, which matched his
Gus
last year 's score.
Lyons ranked third in the
110 meter high hurdles with
a personal record of 15.7
seconds.
Kwame Adom-Nkansah
placed' second in both the
100 and .200 meter sprints
with times of 11 seconds and
22.8 seconds. The V. mile
relav team of Gus Lyons,
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Roy Dow, Troy Dae- es,
John Crowley, and John
Northrop. Dow went 5 and
two thirds innings 'and was
pinned with the loss, but as
Bates coach Chuck Leahey
remarked after the game,
"He deserved a better
fate. " The support simply
wasn't there.
The defeat drops the
Mules to second place in
their race for the CBB
crown. Colby is now 3-1 in
the conference, right behind
3-0 Bates.Bowdoin, 0-5
against its Maine counterparts, is a distant third.
The Mules get another
crack at the Bobcats
tomorrow at Lewiston. The
2:30 tilt will decide the CBB
title.

Mules show well at states meet

Last weekend Colby
men 's track met at the
annual State of Maine
Invitational with Bates,
Bowdoin and UMO. As
predicted, UMO dominated
HhH^^^^^ H with a final score of eight
«|KlJA^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^
____________________________ «__H_______ru
followed by Bates
__________________________________KiNd^
^^^______________P__^___________________________________________S^^ YPf ^ B^^^^ Ipoints,
and Bowdoin tied at 49
points. Colby was last with
28 ooints.
Coach Jim Wescott was
not disappointed in the
team 's
performances,
H^^HB^m^mH^^^^^^^^^K,
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however.
He
feels there
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were good performances,
regardless of' the team's
ranking.
in the steeplechase with a
time of 9.31 minutes,
making him the fastest in
the NCAA. His time missed
the record by one second,
Mike Thurston came in
third in teeplechase with a
time of 9.54 minutes. Jim
O'Grady placed second In
the hammer throw with a
163' 11V_ " hurl , which was
an
eight-foot
personal
improvement.
Dodge placed
Kelly
second in the 1500 meter in
i

Photo by O.T.

Nice CUt

Todd Coffin

David Howell, Eton Baker,
and Kwame Adoni-Nkansah
came third.
Last weekend's meet is
followed by a big meet this
weekend; the New England
NCAA Division III Outdoor
Track and Field Championship held at Bowdoin.
Many of last weekend's
performances
qualified
members for this important
meet with 25 New England
sschools. Coffin will be
running the steeplechase;
O'Grady hurling in the
hammer throw,. Russel in
the high jump, Lyons in the
high
Hurdles, ' AdornNkansay in the 100 and 200
meter sorints. and a threeNKansah in the 100 and 2(H)
Dodge and McCully In the
1500 meter relay.
Last weekend was also
important in that Todd
Coffin and Jim
,0'Grady
both |qualified for the
National Championships to
be held in Cleveland, Ohio
on i Ma y 29, 30, and 31.
Other team members are
hoping .to qualify for the
Nationals this weekend at
Bowdoin.

Slap happy : generic humor
by Lucy P. Nichols

"The head of the State Department is a special job,
It calls for a special kind of gent,
in a crisis he must be bold,
Find the White House and then take hold
Never mind that we have a vice president.

y

"Squeeze that roll
Let your hands be be bold.
But don't lose control
You know what you've been told.
I say Whippl e

- Mr. Whipple
Here comes Whipple
Mr. Whipple; "
sung to Devo 's "Whip It"
The Slaphappy Variety Show rolled into Waterville
last Friday night poking fun at everything from
Secretary of StateHaigto Devo's "Whip it" and generic
beer.
Playing to a capacitv crowd in Given auditorium, Al
Jacobs opened the show juggling flourescent clubs.
"They look like fireflies in revolution" was one student's
reaction.
* .
Slaphappy's musicians Jan Kirschner on piano, Brian
O'Connell oh guitar, and Jeffr y Emstoff playing
woodwinds and drums pounded out familiar songs with
wholly unorthodox lyrics throughout the show...
"All the words are our owh," said Kirschner. Songs
are written by one member or several together and then
edited by everyone. "Our material is a collaboration, "
said O'Connell.
Slaphappy began as a street act in Boston and
Cambridge four years ago. Friday was the seventh
performance of this particular show after four months
of rehearsal. According to Kirschner, "It's just starting
to get rolling."
The group 's success lies in an ability to blend humor
ranging from bathroom variety to finely tuned social
comments giving variety to the "variety show." The
simultaneous parody of Camelot's "C'est Moi" and
Secretary of States Haig was a treat .

New Aesthe tic
by Martha Wiedersheim
Spring in New England is my religion. Brilliant, lacey
green leaves are everywhere. These are things to be
seen, not looked at-there is a difference, for to see is to
understand and to look is merely to recognize. Perhaps
the leaves will help to explain what I mean.
If one takes the time to see the leaves, then one begins
to see them in their time-as part of this progression of
nature in which we find ourselves. It is definitely a
humbling experience, for at the moment I see, I cease to
be the center of "my world. " Millions of cycles move in
a continuous flow around me and I with them, none
more or less important than any other. Sometimes it is
frightening, one realizes how few people take the time.
Seeing involves concentration. One has to forget
about those things we are told are so essential, i.e.
success, as defined in terms of "the individual. " Taking
the time to see places those goals in a clear and most
wonderfully distant light. The leaves burst forth in their
time as humans live and create and die. When one sees
the living earth one sees oneself as part of the worldmay I go so far as to say a certain peace is attained?
The Freedom in art lies not only in seeing but also in
abstraction-a digging through the mind to imagina tion
and creativity. But, for those who feel ill at ease with
paper and pencil, there remains the eye.
Everything in the world can be seen in its time-at the
same moment separate and together. ' There is a power
here. It seems to allow one to ponder the mysteries of
the earth. I often wonder if those who disregard waste,
who spend time seeking endless profit, and who insist on
war and destruction as a means to peace have ever
truly seen the sun set? If they have, they would know
the futility it) their lives. Those who can see, can live!
Those who can not or will not, only march .to their end.
They may never realize the folly in their belief that they
sit at the center of the world.
Whether it be a walk in the woods or in a museum,
seeing provides the Way to greater understanding.
There are , to be sure, oth er way s, but this one is easy
and involves no greater sacrifice than time. The cycles
of the oarth are linked, Take some time and stare at a
tree.

But who has the gall to ditch protocol
And step in to call the shots.
»
C'est Moi.
--sung to Camelot' s "C'est Moi"
This song was designed to show two aspects of Haig,
said O'Connell, "his lust for power and readiness to
Mow up the world. "
Slaphappy's second strength is their professionalism.
Two group members hold degrees in Musical Aesthetics I
and Theater , and all have been involved with comedy '
Even the ragtag costumes were,
for years.
professionally designed to project the "right" effect.
The group, (with two different members) was
awarded the "Best Comedy' act in 1S79 by the Boston
Globe and the "Best New. Comedy" just recently. They
are planning a College Tour next fall.
The show slows down in spots. I don't findphonebooks, Fred Flintstone and pingpong balls funny
Others did. It is risky business to blend so
many styles, as everyone will probably wince at
something. All in all, the formula of varied styles and
smart delivery is a winner.
Slaphappy can be found at Ryle's in Cambridge on
Wednesday night.

7 in senior show

A show of artwork by
outstanding senior art
maj ors will open at the
Art
Museum
Colby
Tuesday, May 12 from 4-6
p.m. The show will have
two parts.
Kate Moore and Maggie
Libby., two senior scholars,
will exhibit for both sessions
of the senior show. Moore
will exhibit the drawings
and sculptures she's done
for her senior scholar
project on horses. L'bby
will exhibit
paintings
interpreting her senior
scholar theme "Nude in the
Environment."
Senior Micki Mullen will
exhibit paintings and some
sculpture in the show's first
half. Sarah Swager will
also exhibit paintings and
sculptured works.
The second half of the
show will open on Friday,
May 22.
Sculpture and
drawings by Beth Ellis,
".'

'. ' '

'

"

watercolors and drawings
by Pam Ellis, and sculpture
and paintings by Doug
Cawley will be exhibited.
The artwork will be
displayed downstairs in the
long gallery and in one of
the back galleries of the
Colby Art Museum.
The Senior; Show is important as it shows the
development through four
years of these talented
studio artists as well as
revealing each artist's more
recent areas of concentration.
Everyone is invited to
come and see the exciting
works of these fine artists.
Remember the openings are
Tuesday , May 12, and
Friday, May 22, for the first
and second half of the
senior show. Refreshments
will be served. Come see
what Colby's art population
is up to. You will be impressed.
"
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Colby Dancers will perform May 7-10.
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Fort Fest reveals Colby talent

Male McNeil-a live authentic?

The fi rst annual FossWoodman Arts Festival was
held last Sunday. The
cesidents of Colby 's most
isolated dorm (if anyplace
is "isolated" on the Colby
campus) , off-campus
students, and other artmusic-sunlovers stayed at
the festival till close to
diark .
Entertainers at the Fort
Fest took the opportunity to
be creative.
Jenny
Stringham sang an amusing
solo. Derek Tarson directed
a couple of \Voody Allen
skits with John Foster.
Ann * Brachman '
dramatically recited the
jsoem "The Jabherwocky.
Greg Leeds Sang an Irish
. folk song.
Malcolm
McNeil played the bagpipes
in his Scottish kilt.
The Early Music Group
sang
some
English
madrigals. Amy Black
sang songs she composed
herself on the piano.

titudes of the people who
attended. The spirit of
sharing often suppressed
talents, among members of
the Colby community,
created a distinctly warm
atmosphere. That , combined with the sun 's own
glow, made a day that was
The Generic Band even certainly special.
should be given
¦
showed up to play a few Thanks
i
favorites, and finally
Colby 's newest ignorants,
The Ignorance, arrived .
The crowd was ready; and
quickly the band's spirit
increased the festivalers'
enthusiasm.
Steve Albert and Mike
twin harMaslett ,
monicas, played a few invigorating songs, and
members of Dick Sewell's
acting class performed a
scene from the "Importance
of Being Earnest. "

to festival organizers Sue
Perry, Jonathan Burgess,
Doug Sacra , Sue Hatch ,
Chris Feiss, Patty Roscoe,
and Gay Zimmermann.
Thanks also to each
person who contributed alittle , ' of themselves to
, make the very first Foss! Woodman Arts Festival so
exciting.

The inside of FossWoodman provided entertainment of a different
perspective.
Artwork
displayed
ranged
in
medium from batik to wire.
Noteworthy pieces included
Doug Cawley 's powerful
sculptures, Anne Baxter's
sculptured head and Dean
Smith's amusing painting,
seen before in the Deans'
very own Lovejoy 110.
The Foss-Woodman
literary magazine was
posted by pages on the
walls of Foss and the
lounge. Machine difficulties
had delayed its production
until this week. Look for
copies in dining halls soon.
The festival day was
made special by the at-

A daj .glow monument from cigarettes
and wheat germ
photos by Don GaHo

A tree derived from paper?
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Working hard? (Hardly work W.)

Earl y music group to p erf orm

Students looking at Flip Reynolds' drawings

The Early Music Group
will perform on Sunday,
May 10, at 8:00 in the
Lorimer Chapel .
The concert will consist of
sacred and secular unaccompanied vocal music
from the 10th and 17th
centuries. The Group will
sing a mass by Vincenzo

Ruf fo, two motets by
Josquin des Prez, and
several songs by. Heinrich
Isaac and Willinrn Cornyshe.
The concert will be the
group's third and last of the
year. There will be no
admission charge.
The members of t ho

Early Music group are
Christina Dunning and
DeArun Lewis, sopranos;
David Condon and Valerie
Miller, altos; Morgan'Borer
and Glen Wright, tenors;
Mark D'Entremont and
James Trunin., basses ;
Peter Ewing, director.
¦ ¦ ,..
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